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DOCUMENTS RELATING TO EL DESTINO AND
CHEMONIE PLANTATIONS, MIDDLE
FLORIDA, 1828-1868. Part III
THE EL DESTINO MILL

One of the most interesting as well as the most
elusive aspects of El Destino life was the mill plant.
A few years after George Noble Jones came into
possession of his Florida holdings, he undertook to
establish his own mills. The facilities for the project
were near at hand, for the plantation was heavily
wooded and water-power was available from Burnt
Mill Creek and the St. Marks River, both of which
flowed through his property. By 1850 the enterprise
had been started ; it consisted of a dam, of somewhat
imposing size for its day and locality, and a tailrace
canal running from the site of the dam to the river
The period of construction covered several years and
absorbed a goodly number of laborers. As neither El
Destino nor Chemonie could provide this force, negroes
were hired from the neighboring planters and, according to local reports, even Irish labor was engaged.
The undertaking had not been without its picturesque
side, however, for while the men made the excavations,
the women hauled away the dirt and a corps of pickaninnies acted as water-boys. Whenever Jones was
Florida, he was in the habit of spending much time at
1
There had been an earlier mill erected on the creek known
as Taylor’s Mill. This had been destroyed by the Indians before
the days
of the Jones regime.
2
According to Major Robert White, Jones’s agent in Florida,
the canal was well started by the summer of 1850. One would
infer from his letters that the dam was at least partially built
at this
time.
3
See I. of the appended documents: Roberson to Jones,
July 49, 1852.
Uncle Demps is able to give the names of the planters who
hired some of their negroes to Jones for this purpose.
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the dam or riding up and down the canal on horseback inspecting the operations and encouraging the
hands.
To determine the location of the mill is not easy.
In the eastern part of the plantation there are clear
evidences of a mill and mill pond. According to Uncle
Demps, who was a water-boy at the time of the construction of the dam and who has lived on the plantation ever since, this was a second mill built by the
“boys”, as he calls the sons of George Noble Jones,
after the War for Southern Independence. The first or
“Big Mill”, to continue the story of the old negro, was
located about a mile or so from the dam across the St.
Augustine road. There is no mention made in any of
the surviving documents. of the exact location of the
mill. In most instances, however, the site designated
by Uncle Demps is borne out in the descriptions of the
work carried on and the occurring. The testimony of certain residents of the region seem to confirm this position
The “Big Mill” was not a single mill but rather a
group of industrial enterprises. There was a saw
mill which operated three saws it was completed ;
also, two grist mills and a shingle mill. The plantation shops were erected at the same place. These consisted of blacksmith and carpenter shops, a cooperage,
and, some time prior to 1861, a tannery. It was no
unheardof thing for a plantation to have its own mill,
5
Roberson’s house was quite clearly located on the St.
Augustine road by the railroad survey mentioned in one of his
letters. If the mill were located at the second site, the house of
the millwright would be a mile or two distant. Both Uncle
Demps and a Mr. Hightower, a resident of that region, state
that one might see the traces of the old mill if it were possible
to get through the underbrush of Burnt Mill Creek. The
description of the construction of the mill contained in Roberson’s letters has passages which support both locations. There
seems no way of definitely proving the point. The map of the
plantation contained in Florida Plantation Records gives only
the site of the supposed second mill.
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5
but the establishment at El Destino was sufficiently
imposing to attract nearby planters. Roberson made
frequent references to visitors who came out to the
estate to. watch the progress of the plant; and on one
occasion boasted proudly of the output, advising Jones
to “see if anny of your northern mill Can Beete
that”?
The purpose of the mill plant was not merely to
meet the demands of the two Jones estates, El Destino
and Chemonie, but Roberson engaged in an extensive
business in the surrounding countryside. The records
contain numerous accounts with other planters for the
making of barrels, sawing of wood, grinding of corn,
and tanning of hides. In fact, from July, 1863,
through January, 1864, the mill plant received
$1,146.59 for work completed. These figures become
more significant when one remembers that the War
had been going on for two years at this date.
The presiding genius of the El Destino mills was
“Judge” Jonathan Roberson whom Jones had brought
from Savannah to construct the dam and canal. He
was well along in middle life, as he had at least one
grown son; also, he is remembered by Uncle Demps as
the “Old Jedge.” Why he was called “Judge” is unknown, but he possessed the title when he came from
Georgia and it stuck to him. The Judge was distinguished for his illiteracy and his inefficiency. The
proof of the former needs no comment after one has
read his letters; the latter quality was stressed in
every mention made of him by all the overseers of the
plantations. That Jones was inclined to agree with
6
See I. of the appended documents: Roberson to Jones,
September
30, 1854.
7
See III. of the appended documents: Account of El
Destino Mill, July 15, 1863, to January 15, 1864. An earlier
settlement
of accounts had been made July 15, 1863.
8
The relations between Roberson and the overseers are discussed in Part I. of this series, Florida Historical Society
Quarterly, January, 1929.
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6
the overseers may be inferred from the R o b e r s o n
letters in which the millwright excused his delays, insisted that he was “endeavoring to put the best foot
foremost and progressing we with the worke”, and
pleaded for ‘incouredgment”. Evans even went so far
as to bluntly declare that the mills would never reach
their capacity as longas Roberson remained in a u thority. To draw once more on Uncle Demps’s story
of plantation situations, dissatisfaction with the R o b erson regime reached such a pas that George King of
St. Marks was brought in as assistant. After the arrival of King, Uncle Demps said,all the “old J e d g e ”
had to do was “sit in a rockin' cheer and give advice”.
From all one can gather regarding the “Judge’s”
temperament, he must have found that situation enchanting.
The Judge’s wanderings from the straight and
narrow path were sometimes more serious than those
just discussed. He was accredited by the overseers
with being extremely lax with his hands, so much so
in fact that it constituted one of the quarter problems.
The mill gang was separate from the rest of the hands
in the direction placed over them, but they continued
the supervision
to live at the quarter and were under
of the overseer for many regulations including the g i v In addition to the
ing of “tickets” or permissions.
him,
the
millwright was
other counts charged against
detected in an intrigue with one of his own hands in
investigation, it was disSeptember,
1850.
Upon
covered that several of the negroes had been deprived
of their full rations in order to increase the supply of
certain favorites ; also, one of the women confessed
that, in company with others, she had received gifts of
9

Florida Plantation Records,

July1015, 1855.
White to Jones, June 17, 1850.
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whiskey on several occasions. White taxed Roberson
with the evidence but the latter “would neither confess
nor deny anything”. It was expected that Roberson
would resign but such was not the case.
In spite of these sins of omission and commission,
Roberson occupied a secure position at El Destino.
From the letters regarding the incident just related,
one might infer that he was not under the direction of
Major White but was responsible directly to Jones. All
the claims of moral obliquity and business unreliability
to the contrary, it cannot be denied that Roberson
constructed and operated the mill plant-a feat which
necessitated at least some ability and mechanical
knowledge. Furthermore, he remained on the estate
until after the War and, during part of the struggle,
was acting overseer as well as millwright.
In the community, Roberson filled a role somewhat
more distinctive than might have been expected. When
the project of establishing a post office at El Destino
was under consideration, he was the prospective postmaster. Also in the summer of 1855, he was selected
as arbiter in a quarrel between of Tompkins
Mill and the directors of the Florida and Georgia Plank
Road Company regarding the construction of the road.
If we can believe the gentleman’s own version, his
award was favorably accepted by the parties in question.
11
White had full power under his contract to supervise the
overseers in the discharge of their duties, and, should he deem
it expedient, to remove them and appoint others. Contract
between George Noble Jones and Robert White, May 1, 1848.
White made no effort to take action in the situation referred
to above but informed Jones that if Roberson resigned as a resuit of the exposure, he would make every effort to carry on the
work until a new millwright was found. White to Jones,
September
3, 1850.
12
Florida Plantation Records, p. 60: White to Jones,
September
10, 1850.
13
Ibid. p. 131: Evans to Jones, June 15, 1855.
14
See I. of appended documents: Roberson to Jones,
September 15, 1852.
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The general conditions of operation of the mills
The
must remain largely a matter of inference.
Judge was provided with the “customary perquisites”,
namely a house, servant, and foodstuffs. He also had
stock and some land on which be raised cotton, corn,
and potatoes. Judging from his description of the
railroad survey, the location of his house may be tentatively placed on the St. Augustine road near the little
station bearing the faded sign, Destino. Although
outside labor was employed for the building of the
dam and part of the canal, by 1852 Roberson was evidently relying solely on his quota of the plantation negroes. At any rate, he made no mention of hired labor
in any of his letters; while, at the same time, he complained constantly of the inadequacy of his gang. In
one letter, he reported that he was always crippled by
sickness as from three to five men were usually out.
From this it would seem that his force at best was
none too large. Although the negroes lived at the
quarter, Roberson regulated their working hours,
which incidently were less than those of the rest of the
hands, and portioned out his own rations. The mill
also had its own oxen, wagons, tools, etc.
The work of the mill was not impaired by the War
except in the reduction of hands employed. Accounts
of the mill operations for 1864 give evidence that a
fair business was still going on although, of course,
payment was largely in Confederate currency. The
end of the War effectively draws the curtain on all mill
15

See I. of appended documents: Roberson to Jones, August
23, 1853.
16
The El Destino negroes were used during the War to
transport food and military supplies to Georgia. Uncle Demps
drove one of these supply wagons back and forth from Thomasville.
17
These accounts are found in the El Destino Mill Journal,
1862-1865. Some of the accounts are printed as III. of the
appended documents.
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activities. Nothing can be told of its history after this
date from the records which have survived.
The documents printed below do not by any means
constitute all the mill material. The selections have
been made with a view to giving as comprehensive a
picture of the mill plant as possible and, also, relating
it to the Florida of that day.
K A T H R Y N T. A B B E Y
LETTERS OF JONATHAN ROBERSON TO GEORGE NOBLE
JONES, 1852-1855

State of Florida Leon County
March the 18th 1852 Dear Sir
We are all well and we have had a greateal of rain
for the Last 4 or 5 days and it drove me out of the
seete I was dun Freming and Clearing and Leveling
out the seete to raise ; and am now putting up the Black
Smith shop, and Jointing plank for the Mill sheeting
and walling and piling: I have got Davey, Ancell, &
Jim and Jointing plank, I have the rest putting up the
Black Smith shop-William came here from georgia
yesterday and will cary this letter on to the office this
eveing I am verry much plesed with you for Calling to
see My familly, My son gorge sent by William a Verry
fine Book and Letter, every thing is going on here
Verry well-but Jim appears to be very much distrist
not being allowed to go to belair, when he this
Last time he brought all his Clothing. and things he
Could but did not bring them all-and wants to go back
and bring the balance, let me no what to do in this
Case-I am likely to Lose Jim and Ball both with the
1
2

Seete, seat or site of mill.
William was possibly the mulatto, William B. Nuttall, who
was 3the body servant of the owners of El Destino.
Bel Air, a small town a few miles south of Tallahassee.
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hallow horne ;* I have not seen
said he Lost one of those mule;
was seven days cuming out & L
to you and familly - I believe
aLong Very well-as soon as the
the seete gets drye I shall put
more at present. I will write tc
of one month, Sit My best resp
JOI

:r Evans’ yet-William
m the way it dies, he
sends his best wishes
r Whatley” is getting
water runs down and
up the frame nothing
.ou again in the Cours
:ts to you and familly

State of Flori
May the
Dear sir I have not writen as E
dun and the reason was I have
with my worke I thought but 1
had something to write about
able good health since you left 1
siderable sickness amgtst the k
age more than nine working h:
them since you left-1 split 300
Cros fence and planted it with c
then put up a Large firm Blat
boarded and covered with ***’
dores shed in fro:nt and a Brie
the house ; with sheete iron e

t Leon County
.st 1852
rly as I ought to have
:en so Clostly ingaged
%le of writing until I
have been in reason.t there has been Connds I could not Averds during the hole of
rales hald and run a
n’and it looks finely,Smith shop weatherrhingles 4 windows 2
forge at each end of
‘ve pipes attached to

:THAN R OBERTSON

‘Jim and Ball were oxen. HaIll DW horne or hollow horn is
a disease of horned cattle characteriZiC 1 by a decreased quantity
or deteriorated quality of the blood. A ccording to Roberson, his
teams were not adequate in either
rength or number to the
work they had to do.
“John Evans was the overseer
Chemonie from 1847 to
1856 and, again, for a short time in
58.
‘Jesse Whatley was the oversee at El Destino. He came
to the plantation in 1849 and rem; wd until 1853.. He was
reputed to have been very lax, demc .lizing the negroes by requiring too little work.
‘From this reference and, also, 1 Irn subsequent mention of
the progress of his crops, stock, etc it may be inferred that
Roberson had a fair amount of land 1 anted him for cultivation.
‘%legibIe.
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each forge and the Bellows and tools all fixed up and
we are carying on worke in the shop-in stile, and I
have got a Large quatity of borde wood Cut for burning coal-thence I turned in and framed up all my
timber, Cleared out the seete, threw in the mud sils
Laid the sheeting drove the piling well all around and
a Cross the middle and then Commenced Halling up
the timbers out of the yard to the seete, and thence to
rasing and succeeded in rasing with only nine handsI applied for no help as I saw Mr Whatley has had so
much bad Luck. I did not to Call on him for help,
but I have got it up and nobddy hurt and people Cums
Very much to see it and we are planking up and
durting up the walls, , You can not amagin how sitely
it Looks,, the yarde is prity Cleare of timber and I
have set in today to getting timber, to put in a tale
race frame below the mill frame to secure the Banks
belowe,-and when that is dun I shall Commence on the
upperstorys, , and then hew out the rafters as they
have to be 28 feete Long, and no mill can saw them &
then I will Commence getting out the shingles and
Cover the frame to pertect it from the weather, &
then prosede to put in the grist mill from above ; in the
first place hew the timber and let it dry while we are
diging out the seete then frame and put it up-then put
up the f o r e b o y then all will be r e d d y for the
mushenery I have got on smuthly and finely noboddy
9
There are no available reports from Whatley to explain
the “bad luck” to which Roberson refers. However, Evans reported the death of two El Destino negroes, Jim Jones and
Pleasant, during April 1852. Florida Plantation Records, pp.
63, 67: Evans to Jones, April 2, 1852; same to same, April
30, 1852.
10
Tailrace, the channel leading the water away from the
wheel. The problem of taking care of the water of Burnt Mill
Creek when it was high was always great. Uncle Demps insists
that 11there is still danger of flooding.
Forebay, that part of the millrace where the water flows
upon the wheel.
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hurte and all things has went on very well with me and
nothing amis- have got my corn from Evans but has
not been able to get any fodder at all, Ida has a fine
heffer calf, , it groes fast-Ida was runing in the woods
and I have taken hur up keeps hur up and feeds hur
but w i l not milk h u r till the calf gets large and
strong-My oxen all doing well in fact I have no complaint to report to you the Negroes is very attentive
and works harde and faithfully and every thing I do
is well dun,, there was forty one 41 of your Negroes Baptised last sunday in the canall above the
Bridge by James Page it was the largest Negro
meeting I ever saw, Davey & Polly and all the young
set I do not recollect all ther names,, I have not
had time to look over your crop, and I have not seen
Capt Edwards yet,, as I have been so Clostly engaged
at home that I could attend to any thing abroad, ,
I congratulate you and Mrs Jones with your fine son,and give my compliments to all the familly, , and let
me heare from you shortly and I will write to you a
gain in 3 or 4 weekes,- My barrel of fish has not yet arrived,-Lanson Evans is out at John Evans,-nothing
more but remains yours with respect
J ONATHAN

R OBERSON

N.B.Excuse bad writing Hillis Wallis was
babtised and hur and winter is down sick
but not dangerous.
State of Florida Leon County
Eldestino Mills June the 12th 1852
Dear sir after my best respects to you and familly I am
in Moderate helth Davey Niger Ben Jackson Primus
12
The canal mentioned here was the tailrace canal from the
dam to the St. Marks river, and the bridge was that over Burnt
Mill Creek. There is now a negro church (Saint John’s Baptist
Church) located not far from this place.
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and Butler has bin sick several days all came out today
but Davey but he is on the mend we have had a grateal
of harde rain ; I have not bin able to get any fodder in
the settlement at all but got on the 9th instant one bale
of Hay at Newport when I sent for the last mule I
could not hall all the first time My steers is pore and
nothing to feede with I can hardely get my halling dun
for the want of feed
recved from Mcnaught &
ormand 6 long handled shovels and 6 long handle
spades & 12 sweepe plows for the Cheemonie place,- I
have at this time but 2 allowances of meete and noes
not wheare to get any more, I wish you to make sum
arrangement for me to get meete as quick as posable,
I am getting my corn from Evans as long as I use it,
I mailed you a Letter I think about two weekes since ;
and gave you all the particulars in that, nothing of
much Consequence has occured since, I am progresing
with the worke Very well with the number of hands
that is able to worke ; we are framing the 3rd story
of the Mill and will be able to commence raising that
toward the latter parte of next week; and then commence framing and putting on the 4th story, thence
hewing out the rafters and getting the shingles to
cover the house ; Covered-then I shall begin hewing
timber for other frame, , I am getting on Verry well
there is a man by the name of Josiah Fowler to be hung
in Newport on the 18th instant for Murder, , the plank
13
New Port was founded on the St. Marks River after Port
Leon was destroyed by a storm in September, 1843. On
September 20, 1843, a committee of citizens met to deliberate on
the possibility of establishing another port on higher ground.
Land was eventually purchased from the Apalachicola Land
Company two miles below Magnolia. Florida Sentinel, October
3, 1843.
14
McNaught and Ormond was a firm at New Port from
whom Jones was in the habit of purchasing supplies, implements,
etc. for
El Destino and Chemonie.
15
Allowances or rations, foodstuff distributions for the
slaves.
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rode is just finished to Newport from the Mills and
now commenced coming up from the mills, think
the cut worms and grasshoppers have injured your
Cotton Crop Considerablu at Vass Mr Mecan has
got a good Crop my oates is Verry sorry as they were
put inlate and the drought kept them Back-I do not no
how I will make out to feede my stears to do the halling as I shall have a grateal of halling to do Let me
hear from you as quick as conveneant yours with respect
JONATHAN ROBERSON
State of Florida Eldestinamills
September the 15th 1852
Dear sir
I am getting on as usual we are getting Shingles out of
pine timber, we find the timber very bad we cannot
get them as fast as we Could have dun out of Sypress
we still have a greateal of rain the swamps full of
water, I am progresing to Cover Frame as quick as
we posably Can, I am halling home the weatherbooy
16
The Plank road mentioned was undertaken by the Florida
and Georgia Plank Road Company. The company was organized
in the summer of 1850 and applied to the General Assembly for
a charter. The company had decided that if the charter was
not granted, they would build the road as a joint stock enterprise. White to Jones, July 16, 1850. This was not necessary,
however, as the charter passed both houses and was approved
by the governor, January 14, 1851. According to the terms
thereof, the construction of the road was to begin within one
year and was to run from New Port to the Georgia line in the
direction of Thomasville. Twenty miles of the road had to be
completed in three years. The state gave the company a right
of way, two rods on each side of the road and the use of timber
along the way for construction. A right of way was also permitted through private property on payment of a compensation.
Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of Florida, 5th
Session, 1850-1851, chap. 326, p. 77. The Mills indicated were
undoubtedly
Tompkins Mills.
17
Vass field, a field on El Destino located to the south of
Burnt
Mill Creek.
18
Wheatherbooy, weatherboard.
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to have it ready-and when we are dun the Shingles we
have to hew the Rafters and Cellerbeems before we
can Commence Shingling the house, on or about the
22 of August we had a Verry hard rane and the waters
was as high as when the gale was Last year but it
never grased the Levey, our works are verry Strong
we have sickness as usual Fillis, Niger & Jim Hall is
sick at this time, William in Tallahassee has been
verry sick but is getting better, my Fish has arrived
but nothing Else has Cum yet, you state that you have
becam impatient for the Mills to be runing, you are not
more so than I am, and I allways put the best foot
Foremost and puts your hands up to all they are able
to bare ; the forse is two small for the quantity of
worke they have to do and the wroke is all heavy worke
and from 3 to 5 Generally sick ; but when you see the
work I think you will be staisfyed. Tompkins Mills
are Advertised to be sold on the 8th october next and
all the stock there is Very fine Mules and oxen to be
sold and if you should wish to perchase any provided
they go Cheape I should like to have two to Assist the
oxen for my halling is two much for them to do and I
Can not keepe up my halling with them if you wish to
purchase give me instrutions and I will attend the sale,
I think there will be grate bargains to be had for this
l9
It was not uncommon for negroes to be hired out by their
masters for various purposes and the frequent mention made
of the fact that William was in Tallahassee would seem to indicate such a situation in his case. Indeed in 1850, Major R. W.
White, the Tallahassee agent for the Jones plantations, wrote
Jones that he expected to be able to find work for William as
a drayman in the neighboring capitol. White to Jones, August
10, 1850.
2o
In an earlier letter of the same time Roberson mentions
the fact that he rarely had more than nine at work at once.
This would seem to indicate that his force during the summer
and fall of 1852 was around fifteen. This is very interesting
inasmuch as it is the only clue there is to the number of the
mill 21
gang.
Tompkins Mills was probably located on the New PortMonticello road near New Port.
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reason, the stock funds is dun and the plank rode
stoped, it is finished up to the 7 mile house old feild
Tompkins has quit them, Cold for a settlement and
they Could not agree on the price of the worke & the
Directors of the Rode and Tompkins Countd on me to
Arbitrate and say what the worke was worth-this was
the unfineshed parte of the upper end, about 71/2 miles
I dun so settled the dispute to the satisfaction of all
partys, and now Tompkins is going to sell out his Mills
and all his stock, he has several yoke of oxen and I
think about 20 mules all of a Very Large size and
Mostly young Mules ; but I do not know what the terms
of the sale will be (and so ends the plank rode) this
is a Very sickly year in this Country ; Youre Jimmy
had a Little Child died yesterday and Little Fillises
Child next to the youngest and Tempys Little Boy is
Very sick and the Doctor is attending them Land warrants is of grate demand here sum person at Madison
Court House has Advertised for 500 Land warrents,
they sell here at from 80 to $100 for warrents of 160
Acres and so on a Cording to size stock is all in fine
order (Excuse me for not writing sooner) ; I recvd
youre letter since I wrote Last My Best respects to you
and Familly
JONATHAN ROBERSON

State of Florida Leon County Eldestino Mills
Dear sir
July the 23rd 1853I am in good health at present-and hope you and familly
are in good health,-Recved your Letter dated the 1st
July I wondered at my not getting a Letter from you
sooner when wrote you three Letters and recved no
ansurs, you will be so good as to Mail my Letters
22
Land warrants, papers issued by the United States government showing that the holder was entitled to the public
lands therein specified.
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sepperate to themselves as I shall send My own Letter
My self to the post ofice ; Every thing is going well
with me here except sum sickness Tamer is here Fillis
has bin sick for the Last 2 Months and Tamer Benty
Primus and Ben wallis is sick at this time, I thank
you kindly for letting me have Tamer to Cook ; and
when Fillis is able to Cook for me Tamer shall Cook
for the hands next weeke we shall finish rasing the
ground frame of the Mill then will run out the forebay
put in the gates plank up and Durte the frame so the
water can run threw and then Commence putting in
Mashienaray and starte the saw, to saw lumber to
finish the upper storyes of the house, I do not no at this
time what to write for untill I get on further with the
worke I let the water in the Canall Let it rise until it
was going threw the Cotton field past the shanty and
the Levey being new became soft and settled a grateal,
I drawed of the water and find that sum places in the
Levey is not high enough and the water is in the way,so I will make a flat and with a few hands rase those
Low places while the others is putting in Mashienary,
every thing is favorable and the peoples spirits is
getting up they see that Every thing will Cum wright
and that the Mills will worke ; and there is a grate
many Gentlemen Cuming to see it General Whitfield
and Mr Crooms Came to see it and says it is the gratest
works they ever saw, the was raised much higher
than it was in the grate gail, the water was up to foot
of the Noble field and all over the bare swamp up
to Murans at Mill place, the Naborhood is Verry much
23
The flat was constructed to safeguard the levee. In a
later passage, Roberson speaks of raising the flat to a thickness
of one foot to protect the levee from overflow.
24
Noble field, one of the fields of El Destino located north of
Prioleau field which borders Burnt Mill Creek. One of the
branches of the creek flows through Noble field, hence the
possibility of the overflow reaching there.
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Astonished at the Extensive Resorsage” and that
Everything will worke of WI rht, I will wright you
again in a shorte time for sucl zticles as I May want,
16 rs truly
NATHAN

State of
August th’
I recved your Letter Last nigh
in reply to My Letter Dated t
not apprised of Mr Whatleys ~
I have mist the time and hr
Letter, I as well and the ban’
he is sick I have had sickness :
My Last Letter from 3 to 5 a
them up and has Made no Doci
I notice your remarks about
water on the Levey twice bu
Levey would seem soft when
the Levey and I then would dr
settle and harden and then Y
trifle hier but not a ful head so
the Levey and the water past t
it Commenced raning and Bl
gates was drawn up and Let tl
it would be Imprudent to Let i
full of water before it Could
the Canal1 at the shanty and at
on a Level you no youre self;
Very Little going threw, and
had we not have drawn it of; :
since as I thought best to Leav
forebay at the Mill as we are ;
is dun I will stop the water a
gab and wiII keepe it Emty UI

R OBERSON

‘lorida Eldestino Mills
23rd 1853 Dear sir
Dated 9th August Last
! 23rd July Last, I was
nding to the office and
e yet to send up this
is all well except Joe
nongst the hands since
a time but I Doctored
rs bill except with Joe ;
re Canall, I rased the
the new places in the
Le water was rased on
v it down to Let it dry
;ed it the 2nd time a
3 to temper and harden
: shanty 150 yards, and
ving Rapidly and the
water off as I thought
rtand Expected danger
ts threw the Mill, and
ne pond is Verry neare
the water Leeked but
ould have gone threw
d I have not stopted it
it so until I get up the
that now and when it
ain I am a frade of a
ill the forebay is dun ;

“‘Probably reservoir.
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and the water can pas threw the Mill, you remark that
I stated the worke was perfectly sufficient and strong
to answer the purpose required, any person would
have thought so to have seen it when it was first dun
but by settling it down with the water and tempering
it, it has settled in a few shorte places that will have to
be Rased a Little by flatting durte ; and that will be
dun by a parte of the hands while the rest is putting in
the saw Macheinery, it settled the most at those brakes
where it was all new, I am in Better Spirits about it
Every day, Mr Jones you no that we cannot be perfect
in Judging Every Little Matter, and you seeme to
doubt My Statements but I Came as near as any Man
Could have Cum to it by a fair View, but the Levey
had to settle and I did not quit working on it till the
rain drove me out and there is no doubt that it is better
than you expect I have our Barrel of porke and one
part of a fish barrel the Fish has spoilt Verry much
I was to get 2 more of Whatley but he says they are all
spoilt, I May Make out 5 or 6 weeks Longer, plese Let
Me no what to do about provisions am getting on as
fast as possible, do not be uneasey, Let me heare from
you as quick as Conveniant, I have recved the Leather
and Iron have a New gin band repard the gin put on a
new sper wheel and started your gin Last weeke and
Mr Whatley says it dun Better than Ever; you do not
need a new gin at all,
Yours with respectJ. ROBERSON
State of Florida Sept 30th 1854
Dear sir
I am not well today the rest is all well except Benty
he is afflicted will biles I have sent you 2 Letters that
I have had no answer for; we are progresing with our
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worke as fast as fast as posable we saw of morngs
and sum times of an Evening the principal parte of
our worke is on the Levey as we have not got the water
raised a n o u g h yet to saw Constant, you your
patience is waring out, because I suppose we are so
Long at the worke but we are not Idle and My Faith &
patience is growing stronger as I find things More &
More favourable as we raise the water by degrees
Every thing works out better and when we get the
water up to the first Calculation when we tuck the
Level for diging the Canall Everry thing will worke
out wright; I have got nearly all the lumber sawed for
the Mill House ; and I have not recved those nails you
were to send me and will soon want them there has
bin nothing shiped to me yet-the saw stricks 280
licks in one Minut with a 12 inch Crank, threw an 18
inch stock. See if anny of your Northern Mill Can
Beete that. I hope this will find you all well and My
Best respects to you and famillyJ. ROBERSON
26

The editor is indebted to Mr. F. F. Bingham of Pensacola
for the following description of the type of the El Destino Mill
and an estimate of its capacity:-The early type of
saw mill (preceding the steam engine driving a circular saw)
was called the “muley”. It was water driven, using either the
overshot or undershot water wheel. The shaft and crank arrangement simply pulled a one-blade saw up and down. The
log was placed upon a wheeled truck or carriage, and forced
slowly against the toothed, or cutting edge of the saw, and
lumber was produced. The El Destino saw mill, with “280
licks in one minut with a 12-inch crank through an 18-inch stock",
was, I should say, a pretty quick mill for its day and
time. The “280 licks” means, of course, “strokes" -the one-blade
saw was raised 280 times and lowered 280 times in a minute.
It cut only on the downward stroke. The “12-inch crank” indicates that the mill could make a maximum cut of 24 inches.
The “18-inch stock”, doubtless means an 18-inch stick or log.
The capacity of such a mill was probably about 3,000 feet per
day. It may have been more or less, depending upon the head
and volume of the pond or steam supplying the power. Many of
these old muley mills were later adapted to steam and production speeded up.
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State of Florida Leon County July 13th
1855
Dear sir
I received your Letter on the 6 instant and was plesed
to heare you were all well, the Mill stones dun better
than I expected they Make Verry good Meal the people
likes it better than from anny other Mill-I could not
iform you of ther quality in my other Letter as I had
not tested them Long anough,
will Answer Verry
well, but I wish to have the other pair of the Blue
Culler ; and of the size of the Bill I gave you ; I progrest
on with my worke finely and runing the Mills with
Davey and Ancel and My self and kept Jim & Bob
closer the house Making blinds and painting them and
glasing the shash and putting in the glas as I found
sash aplenty except one ; and had all the hinges made
in the shop for the blinds and got all hung but two,
and on the 3rd July it rained all day and all night
Verry harde and I had all the gates up in the Mill
house and runned the saw also and had two other hands
at the river guarding the water there, and the Little
waustway being sum what Decade gave way and the
East side of the fram gave way and all the plank on
that side tore off and it washed a way a bout 30 feete
of the Levey on the Morning of the 4th of July, on
the 5th I set in to getting timbers for a New frame
made it finished rasing it yesterday and I think I
will finish it today or tomorrow the frame is 3 feete
higher than the old one and heavier; and then there
is sum other places that I wish to put some worke on
before I stop water I expect to stop water on thirsday
27
This was the catastrophe of which Evans wrote Jones on
July 16, 1855. According to Evans, the breaking of the dam
was due to carelessness as “it Rained all night on the third and
the judge did not have a single gate drawn all night untill Next,
Morning About Sunrise not Never sent to see how high the
water was nor nothing of the sort.” Florida Plantation Records,
p. 139: Evans to Jones, July 16, 1855.
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next, it is true it stoped me a while but we would have
had to stop anny how to put in a New frame so the
dammage is not much at Last and I wish I had Just as
good a frame in at the River and Raised 3 feete higher
and then we Could raise the dam as high as we plesed
and Everry thing would worke of in stile ; I notice your
Remarks about its being a poor Mill because the water
would not drive the saw all the time with the grist
Mill, well it Might not be Caused of the Long drye spell
the water was lowe and I saved it to grind, when the
water sweld on me in time of the Rain all the gates in
the was open and the saw rung threw a 20 foot
stock as hard as it dast 3 hands attending to it and the
water Never failed in the Canall untill the Levey
Broke ; and, when the Levey is finished the water will
stand in the pond higher than when it Broke ; and
you Cannot Condem any thing by testing it untill it is
finished, waight untill the Levey is finished as
a Cording to the plan Lade down to be bilt by and then
we will see what it will do ; I have sawed out Most all
the timber for the Big whell and was sawimg for Evans
when stopted ; and a grateal of the floring plank for
the Mill house ; after we stop water we will all go a
head again ; and do not be afrede of My Indulging the
Negroe for there is not a kind in the string; Let me
Heare from you some Old Man Abrum at Tallahassee
is quite lonesome and nearly helpless and wishes you
to Let him Cum to the Mill and have requested me to
write you on the subject his wife is Caried a way from
home and he says he Can not Live there by him self
he suffers for attention My best Respects to you &
familly
J. ROBERSON
28
This is the only evidence in any of the letters that Jones
ever reproved Roberson for his Conduct toward the negroes
although many letters from the overseers contained complaints
of this nature.
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State of Florida Leon County
Eldestinomills, August 14th 1855
Dear sir
I am well at present and the Negroes are well except
2-I hope you and familly are well, I have got all the
damages mended at the Levey and the Mill is running
and we are at w o r k e on the Big wheel with the
Mucanacks and the rest of the hands are Flotting
durte to the Levey and Makes from 6 to 9 Lodes per
day a Cording to the distance they have to Flot Evans
is going on with his house I have sawed the best part
of his Lumber and I hope to be able to keepe him
supplyed and saw for myself two ; the RailRode
29

Trouble arose between Evans and Roberson over this
piece of work. Evans declared that the “Judge kept putting
me off about Lumber that I have taken your instruction and
gone to a mill where I can get it without any trouble.”
Furthermore the Judge failed to observe the specifications for
one lot of timber, whereupon the wrathful Evans “had to quit
him”. Florida Plantation Records, p. 143: Evans to Jones,
August
15, 1855.
30
The “Railrode” survey in question was the preliminary
survey of the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad Company which
was chartered in 1853. The road was to run from Pensacola, or
any point or points on the waters of Pensacola Bay, in a eastwardly direction to the western or southern boundary of
Georgia. The capital stock of the company was set at a
minimum of $1,500,000; this stock could be paid in cash or in
“materials, labor, provisions, and all and everything necessary
for the construction of the said road which the Board of Directors may at their discretion deem it expedient to accept.”
The company was to begin the construction within five years and
complete the same within twenty years. Acts and Resolutions of

the General Assembly of the State of Florida, 6th Session,
1852-1853, chap. 484, p. 43. Act to Incorporate the Pensacola
and Georgia Railroad Company. Jones was very much interested

in the project inasmuch as he expected it to run through El
Destino. He subscribed $5,000 in money and a like amount to
be paid in work. Cabell to Jones, July 1, 1855. The actual
survey was under way early in August, 1855, under the direction of Captain William H. Griffin of South Carolina. Three
lines were surveyed from Tallahassee east. Two of these lines
passed around Lake LaFayette; one was run from that point
near Monticello, while the other was marked out eight miles
to the south. The third line was drawn via Bel Air and “along
the flat woods.” The line mentioned by Roberson was evidently
the southern survey of the proposed route via Lake LaFayette.
E. Houston to Jones, August 23, 1855.
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surveyors is running the rout
Commenced at the depot at 1
and Came down the south si
and threw Adams Back Yarde
Lane and Crosed .the ** **” Br
***” Bridge and threw the 1
garden Cut of one Corner of
Crosed the rode”” inside of M
Canal1 and Run into the Lane
and thence turn down the Lane
the swamp to the Corner of t
East threw the woods pasted i
Course past the Muran old plan
M&owls ; it run threw My C
nothing yet from the Vese1.01
and William Sanders Came I
difickculty but the people stop
again by the 15th or sooner I
My best respects to you and f

for the rail rode they
allahass and run East
le of Lake LaFayette
and on threw Roarkes
dge Branch Below the
ittle field behind My
the potato patch and
gate and a Cros the
bout the Country Line
ollowed the rode threw
e fence thence turned
a direct rout for our
? and on Back of John
nvpen. I have recvd
Newporte E Houston
ear’ having a serious,
:d it I will write you
!t me heare from you
,milly
J. R OBERSON

1

‘3From its relation to the cana and the county line, the
“rode” must be the St. Augustine F ad just above Burnt Mill
Creek.
THE JOURNAL OF EL DESTINO aILL, JANUARY 8, 1862
TO DECEMBER 1, 1862
Journal of book at El jestino Mill
1862’
Wednesday,
[Jan.] 8th.
Cloudy
Cool

3 at Chumonie ______
at El Destino Mill
at (Grist Mill .._______.
Yz day at Ploughs 1/2 sawing ______________

.___-_-_______-____.________________

l
14

1

The Journal begins on January 8, 186 and eontimes through August
document. therefore selections
30. 1865. It is impossible to print the entb
from the record of the year 1862 have been L rde. As the mill was not materially affected by the War, the account here I esented is typical of the period.

4
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Thuresday 9th.
Cloudy
S.W.

at Chumonie _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
El Destino Farm ______
“ Grist Mill _ _ _ _ _ _____ ____
“ Sawing & blacksmith shop _ _ _ _ _ _

3
8
1
3

14
Friday 10th.

Same as above

Saturday 11th.

Same

Monday 13th.

At Grist & Saw Mill_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
El Destino Crib 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ditching at El Destino _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cutting Pond at E. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5
4
2
3
14

Tuesday 14th.

Same as above

Wednesday
15th.

At Grist & Saw _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cutting & hawling logs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cutting Pond E. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ditching __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
2
Setting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
On Crib

5
2
1
1
3
14

Thursday 16th.

Henry for wife same

Friday 17th.

Same

Saturday 18th.

Same

Monday 20th.

Ditching at E. farm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Diggers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cutting Pond _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hawling & Cutting Logs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
At Grist & Saw Mill _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Carpenters at Crib ____ _ _ _ _ _ _

2
1
1
2
5
3
14

Tuesday 21st

Same

Wednesday 22d do.
Thursday 23d

Same. Carpenters at Mill making gates.

2
3

The crib was part of the structure of the dam.
Setting probably refers to the process of pounding down the banks of
the canal, as mention is made in some of the later letters of Roberson of
“setting” the levee and canal.
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Willliam B. sick ....................................... 1
Carpenters at Mill ....................................... 3
Ditching farm .................................... 2
1
Pond ...........................................
1
Diggers .......................................
Hawling logs ...................................... 1
At grist & Saw ................................... 5

Friday 24th.

Saturday 25th. Same
Monday 27th.

Wm. B. Aberdeen sick ................................. 2
Saw & Grist ..................................... 5
2
Ditching ...........................................
1
Cutting logs ....................................
Diggers ........................................... 1
working at yard ................................. 2
Hawling logs .............................................. 1
14

Tuesday 28th.

Saw & Grist
Ditching . . . . ....
Diggers .............
Cutting & Hawling
at yard .............

Same

Wednesday 29th
Thursday 30th.
Friday 31

1/2 day on Ploughs
Balance of day as before

Fberuary 1.

Ancil at yard .........
Carpenters at yard
Henry M day at y
At grist & Saw ......
To Town ..........
Hawling & cutting
Ditching .................

Cloudy
Wind
S. W.

3.

Hands grinding &
Making a safe
Halling logs ...........

https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol8/iss1/1

sawing .................
wagon............

3

4
3
2
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at Sawing4 Shingles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
drag saw
at new gates 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
grinding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smith shop .........................
Halling & Cutting logs ..................................

Tuesday 4.

2
3
1
1
3
20

Wednesday 5.

Hands at the gates .....................................
Bob at the yarde .....................................
at the L o g s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Mill .................................
at the yarde ...........................................

4
1
3
1
2
11

Cloudy

6.

at
at
at
at
at
at

7.

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

the gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Shingles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
the drag saw ........................................ 2
the Logs ................................ 3
Chumonee .....................................
1
the ditching ...........................
1
12

Cloudy

Saturday 8.

the Mill and shingles ..........................
the gates ....................................
the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
the Shop ................................
the gates ...................................
the Mill ...................................
the Logs ..............................................
at Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gon to town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
3
3
1
1
4
3
1
1
216

10.

Sawing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the grist Mill ........................
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
3
1
3
1
2
14

11.

at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the grist Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
1
3

4
5
6

Drag Saw, saw whose cut is made by a pull or drag.
Mill gates which controlled the admission of water to the wheel.
There is no system to the totals which Roberson placed at the end of
his daily lists of hands. Sometimes the total is given each day, at others
every two or three days, and sometimes at the end of each page of the
journal.
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at the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.

1
3
2

5
At the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the gates ........................................... 3
1
at B. Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
at the Logs ..................................
2
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28

13.

14.

15.
17.

18.

At the Mill ...............................................
At the traves and wagon .......................
at B. Shop ..................................
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rutting out Live oaks ..............................
At the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Hopping Barrils .....................................
at the wagon and carte ....................................
at the B. Shop ...........................................
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . ........................
at the ditching ........................................
Setting out treese ....................................
Rain to day

5
3
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
1
3
2
3
32

at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3 at the Carte and gates ..................... 3
3
at the Mill ..................................
2
at ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
at the gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
at gates and other worke ............................. 3
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
2
at ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . ........
at the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
35

19.

20.

4
At the Mills
......................
at the L o g s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
at the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
at the carte Boddy ....................................... 2
1
Tim hall sick ..........................................
at ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
At the Mill, Hall sick ............................ 3 1
at Carte Boddy and spades ........................... 2
at the Shop at Spades ................................. 1
at Logs Hall at the Lot ....................... 3
at ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
,
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21.

22.

at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1
Little William herte ............................
halling lumber to my lot ............................. 2
repairing spining wheele .......................... 1
at the Logs ............................................ 1
in the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
at the Mills Saw ............................. 1
at my Lot ....................... 4
at halling lumber ................................. 2
in the Shop ................................. 1
gon to town ......................................... 1
Cutting Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
45

Monday 24.

25.

26.

At the Mill & Shop .............................
at the Stable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
our wagon halling lumber ............................
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs .........................................
halling lumber to Stable ...........................
working on Stable .................................
at the Mills and Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
the same as above ..................................

2
6
2
2
2
2
2
5
2
2
2
15
44

27.

March 1.

28.

Henery came Home at Mill & Shop .......... 2
at Logs ................................................ 2
at the Stable ................................. 5
Halling lumber to Stable ....................... 2
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
as above .............................................
12
at the Mills and Shop ................................ 2
at the Stables Joe sick ......................... 4
2
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
33

Monday 3.

Tuesday 4.

at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Halling Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
at the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Mending Harnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
at the Lot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Joe & Tim Hall sick .................................
at the Saw-mill ....................................... 4
at grist mill ........................................ 1
at the Logs ........................................... 3
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in the Black Smith shop .............................. 1
ditching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
at the gate Latches ...................................... 1
Fillis & Niger & Tim Hall sick
Big frost this morning
23
Little Robert cooking

3

Wednesday 5.

at the Mills ........................................... 4
one sick, at the Logs .................................. 3
in shop Charles repairing plows ................ 1
2
Tim Hall sick Joe sick ............................

Thursday 6.

at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the shop & 2 framing gates ..........................
at Logs Hall painting gates ........................
Aberdeen halling fencing .............................

4
3
3
1

Friday 7.
Cold
Ice
last night
March 6.

5 hands hang and painting gates ...................
at the Mills moving stakes .............................
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling fencing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Mill ..................................................
grist Mill .................................................
at the shop and gates ................................
Tim Hall painting gates ........................
at the Logs and halling ......................
Aberdeen halling fencing ...........................

4
4
3
1
3
1
4
1
3
1

Very cold

45
Monday 10.

Tuesday 11.

Wednesday 12.

at the saw Mill ................................... 3
at the grist Mill .................................. 1
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
hanging gates at the quarter .................. 3
Tim Hall painting gates ......................... 1
Winter sick .........................................
Aberdeen halling fencing ........................ 1
3
at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
at the grist Mill ...........................
at the Logs ......................................... 3
Tim Hall painting gates ............................. 1
at the Logs .......................................... 3
Aberdeen halling fencing ...................... 1
hanging gates at the quarter ................. 3
Winter sick ........................................
at the quarter hanging gates .................. 3
at sawmill and grist Mill ..................... 4
1
Making gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
William Joe & Winter sick .......................
Fillis sick for three weekes ...................
Little Robert cooking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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at the Logs ............................................

Friday 14.

Saturday 15.

2

at the Mills ............................................
fraiming gates ......................................
making bridges at the quarter ...............
halling bridge plank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter joe & William Fillis sick.........
at the Mills .........................................
at the grist Mill .................................
at the Logs ...........................................
at the gates .........................................
Winter Fillis & Primus sick
boiling lumber part of the day ............
at the logs ......................................
at the grist Mill ..........................
halling fencing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Primus sick ...........................................
Hall gon to Belair
Winter sick, Fillis sick ..........................

4
1
3
1
4
1
3
3
4
2
1
1

4

1
2

30
Monday 17.

Tuesday 18.

Wed. 19.

Thurs. 20.

Friday 21.

7

boiling lumber ..........................................
at the grist Mill ....................................
at the Logs .............................................
at the gates ..........................................
Winter Aberdeen & Primus sick ...........
Fillis came out to day
boiling lumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling fencing ....................................
Winter & Primus sick .................................
all hands piling lumber ..................................
Henry sick ..........................................
at the Logs ...........................................
Aberdeen plowing garden ............................
Winter sick ............................................
at the grist Mill .....................................
at the saw .............................................
at the grist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
piling shingles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stocking plow 7 ....................................
Winter sick Henry sick ...........................
Aberdeen plowing .....................................

4
1
2
3

at the
at the
boiling
at the
at my

4
1
3
3
1

sawmill ......................................
grist Mill ...................................
shingles ......................................
Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
garden .........................................

7
2
1
6
3
1
1
4
1
3
1
1
1

2

2
1
1

2

Stocking ploughs ; repairing or assembling ploughs.
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Saturday 22.

Could day
Monday 24.

Tuesday 25.

Wednes. 26.

Thursday 27.

Friday 28.

Saterdy 29.

Sunday 30.
Monday 31.

at the Saw Mill .....................................
at the Logs ..............................................
Cleareing out fence .................................
halling fence plank ...................................
Winter sick yet .....................................
Sent two gates to Chumonie
at the sawmill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Mill fence .....................................
halling fencing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter sick yet .............................................
at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the grist Mill .....................................
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter sick ...........................................
at the Mill stocking plows .....................
at the grist Mill ......................................
at the Logs ............................................
at the fence ...........................................
Winter sick and Charles lame ...........
halling fencing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
stoking plows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleaning and burning the fence ................
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the grist Mill ......................................
at the shop Winter out .............................
Charles sick or lame ..............................
at the Sawmill putting post ( ? ) ..............
lining up fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the grist Mill ....................................
in the shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mr. Jones came home to day.................
at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Splitting rails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in the shop ............................................
putting up fence ..................................
Charles lame with his leg .........................
all well and everry right
at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the shop .............................................
halling Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
splitting rails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pining fence ............................................
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23
4
3
3
1
4
1
3
3
1
2
1
3
4
1
2
5
3
1
1
1
4
3
3
1
1

1

1

2

1

59

3
2
3
1
3

1

3
1
2
2
3
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April
Tuesday 1.

Wednesday 2.

2
2
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
3

Halling manure at quarter .........................
Making carte wheel .................................
at the grist Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling manure at the quarter .............
Splitting rails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling rails and making fence ...................
pining up fence at the quarter ........................
in the smith shop ...................................
painting the gates ............................
repairing the fence ...............................
splitting rails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pining fence rails at quarter ................

48
Thursday 3.

Friday 4.

at the Mils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Black smith shop ...............................
Halling rails and making fence .............
Splitting rails ............................
pining up fence at the quarter ..............
Halling manure ....................................
at the Mills & Stocking plows ...................
getting white oake ................................
in the shop ................................
splitting rails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling Logs .............................................
Halling manure ..............................
pining up fence at quarter ...........................

3
1
2
1
3
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
25

Saterday 5.

at the Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in the shop ..................................................
at the Sawmill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pining up fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling manure ................................................

Monday 7.

2 dresing the Mill ......................... 1
in the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
repairing wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
at Chumonie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
writing fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Halling Logs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2
Halling manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charles sick or lame .........................
pining up fence .............................................. 3

Tuesday 8.

Dresing the Mills .........................................
repairing plows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Halling rails & Making fence .........................
Halling manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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34
pining up fence .............................................
Charles lame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Chemonie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

1

1
35

Wednesdy 9.

Thursday 10.

Halling rails & repairing fence ......................
stocking plows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
pining up fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Chumonie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charles lame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
1
1
1

Stocking plows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pining up fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halling Manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
mending fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at the Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at Chumonie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charles lame .............................................

1
3
2
3
1
1

3
1

1

1

11
Friday 11.

Saterday 12.

Monday 14.
raining

at the Mill Just
Mending fence
at Shop
Stocking plows
pining up fence
Halling Manure
at Chumonie . . .
Charles lame --7’
.___._.__._ _________._---___ -..-- __.__
at the Mills
repairing Shellin Mashine _____ ___ _____ _______
finished repairing ence _________________ ___________
at the Shop _.._. ..____ ______. __.____ -..--. _ ..--.. _-_-pining fence _.__.. ,_.__._ _ _.._ _-______ . ..-- ____.._---___
,__-_ ___...__ ________----___ -..----. _Halling manure
..___ __._..__.-.__._
at Chumonie --_ __.______.__ ____ __
in __________________________ _ _____
Charles Lame
at the Mills sa%
at the grist Mill
at the Shop .--_.
Cutting stocks _.
pining up fence
Halling Manure

2’

1
1
3
1
3
2
1

1

1

:i

r _______-__..__ ___--..____---_ ...-- 3
.__._ .____-__ _ .__. ___--. _._----_..-_-- 1
.._.______.. _-_____ _-.-__-_ --... _--_-_ 1
,__________ _.__ _ _____.__ _____ -_..---_- 2
__ ________._ __ _____._.-__._--__.-_---_ 3
.___._ ______..._ _____..-._____-.-- ---_ 2

t

37
*Dressing the mill meant planing or
more effective for grinding.
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at the Mills _______..__________ ___________. ______.___ _______
Tuesdy 15.
. ________________.______ _..._______ ____
Halling Logs _ ..__._
Mr. Jones
gon to Savanah at theShon __ ______ ___ _______ ____ _______ ______.___ ____ _______
pining up fence __._____________________________________~~
halling manure __.___________._ ________.________.. _______
Charles at the quarter .__-_-- _-._ .--- _ --__ _____--.___________________.__.______.____ _____.
Ben sick _____ _____ ___
______________.. _______.___ ___ ____
at the Mills _______ ____ ___
Wednes 16.
__.__ _ ________
at the Shop ________.____ _____ ____ ______ ______
Halling Logs ____ __ ._____ ___ _______ _____ ____ _______________
pining fence __ . . . .._.__._.____________________________..~--Hailing Manure at the quarter..... ._____ _ ___.
Charles at the quarter... ____ ___ ___. ____ ______ ______
Cutting Logs ______.___ _ _________ _______ ________.______ ____

4
1
1
3
2
4
1
1
3
2
2

1’

1

iii
Thursday 1’7.

Friday 19.

Saterday 20.

Monday 22

Tuesday 23

at the Mills _ _________ ___ ____ _____ ____ ____ _____ __._ ________ _
at the Shop _ _____ _ ______ ___ _______ _____ _____ _____ ________ __
at the Logs __ _____ ____ _____________________.. _._._ ______ ___
pining up fence _ ______________________________ _ __________
Charles at the quarter ____ _ _______ ________ _____ _ ____
Primus sick__________________________________.__._____ _____
at the sawmill ____ ________ _____ ___ ____ _____ _._____________
at the Logs ____ _________________ ____ ____ _____ ______ _ _______
at the Shop _________ ______ ________ _ _______ __._ ._.__ ____ ______
pining up fence ____________________________________ _ _____
Charles at the quarter ______ ___ ___.. _ _______ ______
Bob repairing the shelling mashen........
in the Shop ___________ _______ _____ _____ ___ _.____ _____ ____ _.
at the Logs ____________________________..._. _--.________.._
____... ____.______.___.
pining fence .._._ _______ _____ _____ ___
Charles at the quarter _____ ____..______. ____________
Piling Lumber .________ ____________.._..._____._ ________..
at the grist Mill ________________ __ ___.__ ____ ________ ____
they all have half the day

4
2
2
3
4
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
2
1

1
1

1

1

14

at the Logs _ ______ _________ ______ __________.._ __._______ _____ 3
at the Shop ...______ _ _________________ _____.._________ _____ 2
boiling Lumber’ _ . ...__ ____..-.----.-.. _-._--._..__-_-_. 2
repairing sheller __________________ __.._ _________________ 1
pining up fencing _________ _____ ______ ____________ ______ 3
Charles at the quarter ________ _ ____.._. ____ _______
till half the day
at the Logs _....._._______ ______.__ ______.._ ___________ ____ 3
repairing the Hs Chimny ___ ___..._ ____ _____ _____ 1
at the Shop _._...._________ ___.___._______..._ ___ ____ ________ 2
putting up white oak timber ____ _____ _ __________ 3
pining fence at the Lot ____________ ______ ______ ____ 3
Charles at the quarter ______ _ ____________ _ ________

1

1

eLumber is freq.uently run through a boiling process to season the wood,
render it more pliable or, in the ease of cypress, kill whatever worms etc.
may be lodged there.
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~
Wednesdy 24

Thursdy 25

Friday 26’

Saterday 2’7
rain
Sunday 28
Monday 29
the soldiers
went of to
tenesee
Tuesday 39

Wednesday
May the 1

thirsday 2

Friday 3

Saterdy 4

alI hands at the &ill dam ___ ______._____. _ _____ 8
at the grist Mill !..... ______ _ ._.__ _________ ____.___ _____ 1
pining up fence L.. _______ ___.
__ ________..__.__.__. __ 3
Charles at the quarter .________________ ..__ __.______
at the Mill dam __! ______ _ ________._________ ___.____ _____ _ 8
at grist Mill _________ i....... ____. __._ _.._. ____ __.. _________ 1
pining up fence at lthe quarter .___ ___..__.__ __ 3
Charles at the q&ter ____ .___ _________. ____ _____ _
William gon to town for Mr. Jones to -4-4
Mail Letters to Sa)annah
at the dam __________ .L.. _________.__ .;..- _____.._.__ _______
Robert sick _____ . . . . ..I ______ ______ ________ _______ ________ ___
pining up fence ...I_._. ___________..._. _____..__..___ ____
at the Mill ________...L ___________ _____________._____________
Charles at the quarter ___._ ___.___ _____ __..__ _______
at the dam __ ______.! _..._ __ _____.___ ___ _____ _ _____ ______ __
ping up fence .......!.... ________. ___________________ _ _____
at the Mill ____ ______ .j.... ______.._________ _ ____ ____________
Bob sick ________ _______. .!. _______ __ _______ ____._ _______________
Charles at the qu&ter . ..L-... ____ ______ _____ __
all well no remarks
at the Mill dam .: .._____ _ _______ _____ __________ _ _____._
at the Mill ..___-....:.___ ____________ ________ __ ______ __.___
pining fence . . . ..._ ..I_...___ _____..____ _ ________ ___________
Charles at the quarter ___.__________ _ _.________ _____

7
3
1
‘7
3
1

8
1
3

at the Mill dam .......__ _______.__ _ __________ _ ____.______ 7
pining fence __ _____..1___.______ _ _____ _____ ____ ______ _____ __ 3
at the Mill _._.__.._ -.‘..___._____._ ..._ ___ _______.___ _______ 1
Charles at the quarter ____... __ ________ ____ _____ ____
Aberdeen sick _ _____I; __.___ _____ ___.. __ _______ _____ ____ ___
~

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

45

at the dam ________ . . ..L..-. ________ ____ _______ _____________ 7
pining fence _____ . . ...1. _________ ___ ________ ___ .________ ____ 3
at the Mill _._.. -1. ___. 1..--.. ._______ __.__.___ ._...__ _ ___. 1
Charles at the quarter __..__ ____ _____ _.___.__ _____
Aberdeen sick _____ !? __________ _ _____ - ______ _____ ________
at the dam _ _________ ..I ____________.__________________ _ _____ 7
pining up fence..L ________________________..___ ________ 3
at the Mill _______...../...-.._______ _ .._______ ___.____ _.___ 1
Charles at the quarter ____._ _ ________ _________ ____
Aberdeen sick __ ____A __________ _ ______________ __._ ________
at the dam _____ _ ______ i ____________ ____ _____ ___ ___...._ _ ____ 8
pining fence __________I _________________________._______
___
_ 2
at the grist Mill ..I __.___ _ ____________________ _ _________ 1
Edward sick _____.-..L.--.____.___.____.____.---..__..__
Charles at the quarter ____ ______________._.__ _ ____ __
finished Mill dam !...... ____ ___.___ _.__ _____ _..._____._ 8
pining up fence -...~_____ ____ __.______. _ .____-- _..__.___. 3
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at the Mill ___ __________....____ _ _.... _____ _... ________._____._
Charles at the quarter __ .._____________ ______ ..__ ___

1
1
34.

Sunday 5
Monday 6

Wednesday 8

thirsday 9

Friday 10

Saterdy 11

Monday 13

fair weather
all well
at the Bale gunels’l _._.._.._._._____ _...__ ___..._____ 5
grubing Lo,tl” __.... _._ . . . ..___ _ ---.. _...___ _______.__. _ .___
pining fence & hanging gates _________.______ 33
Charles at the Lot . .._ ___.____ ______________ ____ _____ _
at the Mill ___________._____ _____..._ _______ ______ __ _________1
at the gunells for the Flat _______..._ __ _....__ __ 4
pining up fence at the quarter _____ _________ 3
gon to grovers Ville .________ _____ _______ _________ ____ 1
at the Mill one stocking plows ______ ________ 2
grubbing the Lot __.._..._ _.-_ ______________ ___._... ___ 2
Charles at the quarter ____ _____________________ _____
Joe sick .__._. ___________..__.______.____ ____ ______ ____ ____ _____
at the Flat gunnels ________ _____ ______ _____ __________ 6
pining my Lot at home _______ ____ ____ ____ _._______ 3
at the Mill ._____ _ _______ ________.____________ ______ _.___ ___. 1
Joe sick ______ _____________.__ _______... ______ ______ ___
_.____ ___
Charles at the quarter _._____ _ ______ _____ ________.
gon to gruvers Ville ..__..._ __ _____ _ __________ ______
at the Flat gunels ._._.___.. __________ ______ _________. 5
Stocking plows ____ . ..___.._____________ ____________.____ 2
at the Mills _._.___ _______ .______.. ___ ______ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Joe Nager & William sick _____ _____ _______ ____.
Henery gon to grovers Ville ___________ ________.
Charles at the quarter ._______ ____ __ ______. _.____.
finished the Flat timber _.._ ____ ____ _______ _________ 5
at my Lot __ ________ _______________.__ _____ ______________ _____ 5
Sick ___...___.__ ..__. ___.__... ___..____ __.__ ______._____ _____.__._
Charles at the quarter .--. ____ __.___. . ..A.. _.__._
at the Mills _ _____ ______....____._-. _._______.. ________._._._. 1
finished the Lot and grubbing and put. ___.__ ___ ___________. 10
ting tools in order _.______ . ..___
____. 1
at the Mill ____________.. ____.___.__.___ ______________ __
William sick _ ____ _____._._. _____....___ ____._.____ ___.___ __.
Charles at the quarter _..__ ____._ __________..___ __
at Halling Flat timber ._ ..____ ____._______ _.._ _.__ 7
gon to Chemonie _____ _____.. _.__________________ ._____ 4
at the Mill _____ __ ____ ___ ________ __ . . ..__ _____________ __._____ _ 1
Charles at the quarter _ _... ____ ___-._ ___._...____...

1

:

:
1
3
:
1
1

:

1

74
Tuesday 14

at Chemonie ____________ _______ ____ ____ __________ _____._... _ 4
grubbing an cleaning up -..___ _____.__.___ _..--- __ 7
___._.._________________....___
niger sick ____________._ _______

1

“Bal& gun& undoubtedly refers to. a protecting bulwark designed to
keep the water from overflowing the canal and levee.
‘*Grubin@: the lot. working the lot with a grub hoe.
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at the Mill __ ____ . . ..j. ______.__ _____ _______ _ ________ _ _______
Charles at the quarter ______ __ _______ ___ ______ _ _____
at Chemonie ____ -.-j--.... .____ _ __________________________
Wednes 15
prepering to make brick ____ _____ _______ _________ _
at the Mill __________ 1. ____ __ ____.____ _ _____ ______ _______ __
Charles at the quarter _ .___ __________________ _______
a good rain in thei Evining
fixing to make brick .._______ _____ ______ . ..__ _______
Thursday 16
at the Mill ..........!....___. _.___ ____.__ _______________ .._.
at Chemonie ________1. ______..._ _______________.___ ____... _
Charles at the quarter ___ ______ ___ ____ _ ____ __ _______
at the Brick yards _.___._____..___ ______ ____ ___.______
Friday 17
at the Mill ___ _______!..... ____ _____..__ _ ___________._.____ __
at Chemonie __ ________!..... ________..._ _______. _______.. _____
Charles at the quarter __ _______________.____________
at the Brick ________ !.... ._____ ____ _______________ _ _________
Saterdy 18
Brimus sick . . . . . . ..L.. ______ _ ______._____________________
at the Mill __________ L....... ____________________ _ _______ _..
Came home from Chemonee _____..___.__.__.___
Charles at the quarter _____ _ ______________________
William gon to town ________________________________
*
I*
*
*
*
Mgday [July] at the quarter . . ..j.. __.__._______._______________________
at the Mill . . . . . . . ...! ____O_____... _ __________________._____
.
_______._____.__________________
burning Coal . . ...!.......
White working . . ..I ._____ _..__ ___.__..__.____._.__.-..-..Jimmy sick ___.__ __._! __.. __.____ _..______ _ _____.._..________
at the quarter . . ..I _______ _ _._______ _ _______ 1 .____ _ _______
Tuesday 29
at the Mill __________I ___________________________.__ __- _____
White working ____ 1.. ____ _ ________ _ ____ _ ______.._______. __
Burning Coal .__._ .I----.------ _________________ _ _________
at the quarter .-..I _______ ___ ___________ _ _______. _ _____.__
Wednes 30
at the Mill . . . . . . . ...! ___________..___.___....--.---...-- -__
White working ____! ____._ __._____._.. .... ____.._..._.____
Burning Coal _.__. .j... .____. _ . ..__.____________....-.-.-..
at the quarter pulling fodder’” _. . . ..___-___ _
Thirsdy 31
at the Mill _____ . . . ..I ______________ _ ________________________
White working ....I______________________ ____. _ ____.______
L Burning Coal ......!_____________.___ ____..____..__..___._.
August the 1st
I
1862.
at the quarter pulhng fodder ______________ ___.
Friday 1
at the Mill ______. . ..! ____._________.______________ L ___._____
White washing my house _.__.._.___._ T . . ..____._
Burning Coal --.._ . . .._.-__e.. .-.-.---_. .____..-. .-----__Jimmy sick _ _____._ j __________.__.....___ L . . ..___._....___
Saterd 2
Big rain

1
4
7
1
7
1
4
7
1
4
6
1
4

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2

1
f

at the quarter _._. I ____..___ _ -._.________ _ ________.__.___
at the Mill ___.___._ .j. _._._..._____._.._._----...-..-..-..-Burning Coal .._____ ___________.________-.-----.-.--..---- i
Winter & Jimmy ; . .._____._.____________________________
White working A.. _.._. __-_ _..._ _ _________.__________-- 1
Big William gon $0 town for papers

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
12

1
12
12
12

12

1
8
2

‘*Pulling fodder; stripping the leaves pff Indian corn for fodder.
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Monday 4

I

Tuesday 5

~

Wednes 6

1
j

at the quarter pulling fodder .______.. _--_ .-__.
at the Mill __________...__ _____ _______ _ ____.____________-___
Burning Coal _ ________ _______ __________ _ _________________ __
White working ______ __.__ ______ ________ ___ _________ _ _.__ __
Jimy sick ___.__ ________-______._ __________.__ __.____ ____.____
at the quarter pulling fodder ____.______._.. ___
at the Mill _ ____ _____ _________ ___ _________._______ __.__ _ _____
Burning Coal ___________._______ _______ ______.__ ______.____
White working .___.--._.___ _______________._.____.__..____
Jimmy sick .__.__.___.--.______ _._._________._ __._ _______.___
at the quarter ____ ~ . ..___ _ ___..____ _ ___.____...__._ . . . . . . .
at the Mill __________ ~...__ ____ __.___ _____ ____ ______ _________
Burning Coal ______~.__ _________________._ ___._ ________ ____
White wasing the house ___. _ __.___ _ __.._._ ___ __..
Jimmy sick .__.______,_ -..___ ___ . .._________. __ ___._-. i .___._
Charles making Baskets ___.___.____.____.________

li

1
2
1

;

1
2
1

i

31 98

~

Owte

Thersday ‘7

Friday 8

1

8

1
2
1

New corn
ground for
Mrs. Mivraw
Saterday 9

1

Monday 11
‘Tuesday 12

Wednesdy 13

Thirsday 14

at the quarter ..._.____._ ___. ______..____ _ _______ ___.____ _
at the Mill ___._ _____, _-__________._____ _ -_______ _._.____
White working __L__________ _______ ______ __________._____
Burning Coal _.____._ ___._ ____ _______ _____.___ _______-__.__
Jimmy sick ._________.. ________.___.____________ .___.__._ ____
__
at the quarter ____._________.____ __._______ ____________.
at the Mill .__-_______ ____._.___ ______. _____.___ ____..____
Jim Hall mending the carte _____ __._.___..__.._
Burning Coal ______.___ _.____.__ ____ _____ __________ ________
Jimmy. sick-fair day ._______ ._..____ _..___ __.__.._
__________._____
at the quarter ____._______. ________ ____ ___
at the Mill ___._.._._.-.__..___._ ____.. ____.____ ____.._._ __._
in the Shop -.-------.-..-*--.-.. _ .___ - __...__ _ _____.._._____
Nending wagon Boddy _______..___ _.___ _ _______._.
Jimmy sick ._______ __.- ______.______ _.___ _ _____..___.___ _ ____
Ancils 3 children sick _.__ _____...___..__..._...--..
at the quarter ._._-.__ ____. _ ___..____.____..__...-- _ --.
,at the Mill___________.___ ________;___ ___.__ ____.________ ____
in the Shop _________I_.__ ______ _ __._____ _.___________ _____ ___
Jimmy at the yard sick ________. _____ ____. _ _____ ___
Henery gon to quitmon ..:.-.___________. _.____
at the quarter .....-_______________..__ ___.. _.-___-..at the mill ______.__ - ._________.___.._.._---. _ .______.____
in the Shop _.___ _ ._..---.___._____.__--.------.-.. _ .-_.___
Jimmy sick .__ .__.._,- __.__ _..___ L __..__ . . . . . . . . ..1_.___.__
Henery gon to quitmon .:.... .__. _ __.__...__ _ ____._
at the quarter ___._ ..___ _ _____._._____.._._.____.. ______..
at the Mill___._____- _._..__ ______ ____ ___._.__.__._..._______
in the Shop .A... ___,..._.__ ___..____ ___..___._.__ _.____ _____
Jimmy sick _____ _ __.,._ _ .____..____._-__..._-.-- I_..____..__.
at the quarter _._,-.._._._____.__ _ ___.__ L -__..___-_.___
at the Mill __.____._.._...__ _ ______.__._____-. _ __.__.____
in the Shop __._____..__..___.__-...--.----..--.---..-------.Jim Hall handling hoes ..______-. _ .--..._-.rainy weather _....___-....Jimmy sick,
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Friday 15
Saterday 16
Monday 18

Tuesday. 19

Wednesday 20
Thersday 21

Friday 22
rainy day
Saterday 23
-Monday 25
Friday 15
Saterdy 16
Mondy 17
Tuesday 18
Wednes 19
Thersday 20
-Friday 21
Saterday 22
Monday 24
Tuesdy 25
Wednesday 26
Thirsday 27
Friday. 28

Hands a11 came in i fixing for Canall.. 9
at the Mill ___________ ._..--__ ___ -..__ _--___.._- __..-.- --_ 1
Jimmy sick & Prir as sick ___ _._________ ____..__
all free today
Commenced the C; la11 __.______.__ _ _____ _______.__ 16
at the Mill _________.. .._-___ ..-- _ -___ _.._______..._______ 1
Jimmy sick ._ ____._. ___.-._ . ..--___ _ . . ..__. _-__.._ .-_-__
Bob & Primus sick __..________._.____ _... _.-_ ____._. __
five hands from tk quarter _______._______.__ 5
4 hands from the ( hemonie .._____ . .._ ____ _..__ 4
Mill hands rest sic ___ . . . . __ -__....-____ __ . . ..__ ___._
at the Canal1 __ _..... _._..___________ __-___.______ __...__ 1;
at the Mill ___________. ....________..__._ ___..________.__ __ 1
at the Canal1 ____ ___. _..-- ___ -.-._ ___---_..__ --____. __-_- 16
at the Mill _______ ___.. ._...____ ---... _.-_ ___...-_____.. _-_ 1
RoberdPrimus, Il lliam sick ______ ______ __
at the Canal1 ______.. ..-.-___. _.-____ --... _ ----_.. ____-__ 15
at the Mill ______ _____ _ ._ ....__ _____..____..._.._ _____.. ___ 1
Joe, Jimmy, Robert Emus sick ______________ __
William sick _.____. __.
at the canal1 _____._. ._-...._-_- -__..---__-_..._.__--~-~. 12
at the Mill __..__ _____. _. ._..-_ _ _-__ _ _.___-____._-___ ___.--__ 1
7 hands out sick ___. L.. .__ ...___ _-._..__- _____..__ -___... __
at the Canal1 _._._.._ __..___..____-_ _..______ _.._____ ___..__ 12
out of the Canal1 si ic‘k _______ ______ __________ ______ ___
at the Mill __..___ _ ___. (__. ..- _I__-_._.___--_ . ..--- _ ___..-- --at the Canal1 ______ .j....__-__ ____.- _____ __..___ _-__ __...-- _ 1;
at the Mill ...........~~... ______________ __________________.__ 1
3 hands sick-cloudy _____ _____ _____ _ _____ ____ ____. __
at the Canal1 ...-.i
. _____ ___
____.._____._._. _ _____________ 13
at the Canal1 _______!____________. __ __________
_________._ __ 13
out sick ___________ ____..-I.. _____ _______.__ _______._ __.___.__ ___
at the Canal1 ____.-~........ ______.__ ____________ ___ ____ __18
Mr. Johnson sent 8~ hands to day
at the Canal1 -..---j _______ __ _____.______.__ ______________ 18
at the Canal1 .______ i_____.__ _________________._.__ _.._ ____18
at the Canal1 ......~~.... _______..__ ____ _____ ______________ 16
out sick _________ _____ . ..I _____ _ ________ _______ ______ _._________
finished the Canal11 to day __________ ___._____ __.__ 16
out sick ____ _______ _ _____ :~ ______ _ ___________ _ .___ __________ _.__
putting in a newe bridge at the Mill...... 16
out sick _______.._ .____ __, ! ._._ __ -.__..---_.__--___.-____.__ .---_
diging out the B:rj dge ______.__ __.__ _______ _________ 16
Bob out sick _______ __! ._____._______ --___...- __ ___-. _.__---_.
raising the Bride :e . ..__- __ __...__ ___...__.__-_ __._-_. _ 15
Bob sick Winter in the Shop..... __._ ________.
5 hands hewing 3 ?raking back dust.. _.____ 8
Two hands dresin g the Mills _________ ______ ___ 2
Bob sick _._____ _.____ __I
at the Bridge ._...
out sick _... _____. ____.
at the Bridge __...
out sick ____ _____..____
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Saterdy 29

finished the Bridge ___ .___________ ____ ___._____ __..____ 10
out sick _ __________ ____________. ______ _____ _______._____....__ __
Started the Mill to day
*

Monday 1
Tuesday 2
Wednes 3
Thirsdy 4
Friday 5
Saterday 6
Monday 8
Tuesday 9
Wednesday 10

Thirsday 11

Friday 12
Saterday 13
Monday 15
Tuesday 16
Wednesday 17
Thirsday 18
Friday 19
Saterday 29

*

*

*

*

December., flatting to the dam .--_-__ -... _-_-- 1:
Hall making winder shetters __ . ..---.--.. ___.at the plat ________ _ ____________ _ ____ __ _________ ___l _____ ____.. 12
Hall making winder shetters __..._ ______.___-_ 1
.._______..______._ 11
at the dam ______________. ______ ______ ____
out sick Jimmy _____ ____ _______ __ ____ ___ ___._.__.._..._
Jim Hall repairing the Mill _________________.._ 1
at the plat & dam ._..__.____ ____________....__._ _...._- 11
_..______... __
out sick Jimmy ______ _______ ____________ ___
at the plat ____ ________________ _ ____ _ ____ _ ____ _________________ 10
__
__
out sick, raney day ____________ ____.__._.__..._
at the Mill ____________ __ ____ _______ _______ ___________ __._.__ 1
at the plot ______ ___ ______ __ _________ __ ________________ ______ 11
at the Mill ________ ___.______ _ ___________ ______._____..._ ____ 1
at the plot ___________.._ ________ ________._.____...._._.__.._ 11
at the Mill ____ _______.___ ________ ________._.___.....___. _.._ 1
at the plat _______ _________ _____________ _________ _____ _______ 9
at the Mill ____________.._.._____ ____ __.__.__...._.____...~ __ 1
repairing the quarter wagon.. ___.__.__.. _ _._.__ 2
9
___
at the dam ____ ______________ _____ ______ _______.__._______
at the Mill _ ________ ____ ___.__________ ___ ______ ____ _____ _____ 1
repairing wagons ____ _______ _____ ____ _ _________ ________ 3
Niger sick ______ _____..__. ___ _____ ____________ ______ ________
at the dam ___. _____ ____ ___ ______ _____ ______ _____ ____ ____ ____ 9
at the Mill _____ ____ _______________ ___ _____ _________ _____ ____ 1
repairing wagons __._...________; _______..... ____ _.._-- 3
Niger sick _._ .___...._____._____ ____ _____ _ _________ _________
at the dam __ _____ ______ ___. _____________ ____ _______ ______ ___ 9
at the Mill __ _____ __ _____ _________ ____ __________ ________ _____ 1
Makin repairing wagons ______ _ ___._____ _ . ..______ 4
at the dam _______ ___....__.____ _______ __.____.__..__ _ .__..._ 9
at the Mill __________._._ ___________________.___: ..__. ______ 1
Making working Bars & repairing Mill 4
at the dam ________________________________________._____ .... 7
at the Mills ____ ______. ______ _____________ ___ ___________ ___.__ 5
_____.._ 7
at the Canal1 ___._.. ____.________ __ _______ _________
at the Mils _.___ ___-.. _.__.________ _____.___ _.__._ ____..._._ 5
at the dam ______ _ _____ _ ___.____ ___ _________ _ ________________ 7
at the Mills _____________________________ ____ _______ ____ ____ 5
at the dam ___ _______ ____ __._ _____ ________ ______ _____________ 8
at the Mills __ _____ _____ __._ ____ ____ ________ _____________ ___ 4
.at the Shop ____ ____ _____ ____ ____________ _._______ ________ ____ 1
at the Mills _..___ ___.... _____ ______ ______________ _________. 4
__._______.._.___ 8
at the. dam _.___.. ____._.... ______ ____ ______
at the dam __ _____ ___ _____ _____ ____ ____ _____ _________ ________ 7
at the Mills _________ ________ _ ____ ______ ________ _ _______ _ _____ 4
at the Shop___.____._._.._______ _ _____ ____ _____ ____________ 1
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at the Mills ____________! _____ _________._____.___._____ _ ______
rest at the salt works _ _____ __ _____ _____ ._.__ _______
at the Mills ____ _____ ..!..-.. ________ ________________ _______
at the Salt works !.........r.... . .._______... ____ ____._
at the MiIls ____._____i.... _____ _____ _______
____._____ ____ __
at the Salt works ___ _____ ______ ___ ____ _____ _____ _ ____. _
at the Mills ____ . . . . . ..‘............... ______ ____ __..___ ___._
at .the Salt works .l...... _______ _ _______ ___ ___.._ _ _____
at the Mills _____________ i___________ ____ _ _____________________
at the Salt works .l.... _____.__ _._____ ._._.____.. ____-all have Holleday, raney day
all well no remarks
at the Mills went to the SaIt works....
in the Shop _________ ...!..........
.
___. __________ ________ ____
at :bhe Mills _ _________..I._________.___.____..__ _.____...___ __
in the Shop ____ _________!...._._________.._______ ..___ _____._
at lthe Mills ___ ____ . . . . ..L...... ______ ________ _____ ____ _______
in the Shop came home ____ ________ ____ _.____ ____

Monday 22
Tuesday 23
Wednes. 24
Thersday 25
Friday 26
Saterday 27
Sunday 28
Monday 29
Tuesday 30
Wednesdy 31

*

*

*

i

6
7
6
7
6
‘7
6
7
6
7
4
2
4
2
4
2

*

EL DESTINO MILL TABULATIONS, 1863-1865
April the 6th 1863 tan( yczrde Book

6

6

May 19

=Y 3

3
5

May 7
May 18

June 2

27

Got in tan for Mr. Jones
10 hides one yearling skin ______ ____ _ _______ ________
4 Calf skins ____.......!....________ ____________ __________________
1 dog skin 3 snakes skins __.. _ __.______..__.____.______
,
1 hide 1 yearling skin 2 Calf
(with years on)1 _____ ______.___________ __ _________..___
.
Little greene Chairs brought to be tand
17 beefe hides . . . . . ..I ___._ _ __________ _ ____ _ ____________________
Put in soke to days 19th
Lepscome 1 hide toi tan in soke ____________ _ ____.._
Lewsey Bock 3 hides ___ .___________ _____ _____.__ _ _._______
Horger 2 hides & one Hog skin ________..__._______
greine Chairs one Calf skin ___ ___________... _ _.-_____..
2 sheepe skins _..._ ..j........ ______._ ____ __________ __ __-______.
Walter Jones 13 Coon skins _.___________.__.___ __..
Put Chairses hides in Bark today
put one hide in tan for Mr.
Dick grene Chairs (__________ _ ____..______ _ .__.______..______

11
4
4
4
17
1
3
3
1
2
13
1

put in soke for Little grene Chairs beef
hides .____ __._._._______.__... !.__..______._ __._ _._____-.______.._______ 2
.recvd of Henry Hut&s wife three beefe
hides for taning on’ shears put in soke
3
today Mark __.__._._._! _________
_ ______
_________._._______.____
_
recvd of Mrs Murat~ 2 hides _____ _.__ _________..__ ___. 2
recvd from Capting, Edwards, hides. __..--- __._ 3
4 dog skins ___.._.___ . ..i.. _..____._.._________.---------....----.. :
one Colt skin ___I..._. !.........__._...________.-----.-..--.----.
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and 2 half hides ___... .._ _--._ ____ _ .___. _ .____ _ _..._____ _ _____ 2
put in soke today and marked by a string
with a not in the medele
June 4

Mr F. H. Hall one hide Marked with a valve
Marked by a double
String on the Edge with a Not in the Middle

Saterday 6

put peters hides in Lime
today & Mrs. Hales’s hides in barke
Marked with Double strings Cut on the
Edges
recvd of Mr greene Chairs
one hide to tan
recvd of Richard Story ________ _________.____ ____________
hides to tan Larg yearling
skins Marked thus x

June 20
June 22

i

*

*

*

2

*

Jor&hax Roberson in ace. with G. Noble Jones
1863
Received in Cash __...- _-_-_ .____ 26 75
July 16th
“ Dr. Germany 10 ba:Fels 50 00
Coopers 28
E Saunders 3
io5
“
I. Randall 10
act 31
1800
Jos.
Chaires2010 1:
Dr Edwards
“
Ja$ Haick 2
pldRmSw$n 11 ::

Lumber
August 19
wool 10
Corn
Sept 7

judge Randall 18
Mrs Cason 5 1:
A. Wetherington 9 “
19
9

1

July 16
18
Ott 10

28
29

Nov 4
Lumber
Nov 23
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952
25
45

556

75

49

24

99

41

G. Atkins ___ __.___..-._____ 17 16
Mrs. Christopher -.._ __ 15 ‘Zi’
Anderson _ ______._.___.._____
Mrs. Woolf .____ __....___._ 10
Mrs. Hale _._.._.. __--._ __..
Coleman ._.___________ __..____
E. Seaver _.___.._- _ --.._-

9
1

it
25

x

60

William Moore . . ..__ __..
Mrs Lepscoim ..-- ___.. _
Cole ___.___._______...._-----...-Johnson ____ __.____-.._____
Page _...__--......----..------..
___.____..___._
Ernest _..._ ____
Mrs Snipes ____._ _ -__.___
Mrs Lipscom ___... ..-_.
Swain 927 feet -.__-

i:
9
4
6
3
28

37%
37%
00
75
41

Mr. Anderson .-.--.-...

30

00
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1863
Nov 25

15th Dee
“
28
1864
Jan 4
“
9
:Y

Brought forward _.____
Anderson ______! ________. ____ 30 00
Received of Alexander
Croom this amt for
lumber to 20th May.. 108 80
Anderson 1060 ft lumber
Mrs Cason ____! _______..___ _
Jas Thompson I ____ __._ ..__
Mrs Swan ... ..~.........T. J. Rawls -1. _____... ___
Solomon Sills .!............
Mrs Taylor ...I________ -.._
Wooten _____ ...__. 1... _____-__.
Jas Ward . . ..~1______ _____.
Jas Ward _____1.....___.___
Rawls ________ . . . ..! ________._ __
John MC Call __________. _
Cash for Corn ______ ____
Willis Bracherl ____ _...__
Cash for sundries......

redvd $6

:I

9”

By act for board ____ ..!........... 16
Expenses of mill plan __._.. 46
Cash ______-_ ____ _________ ____ . ..A ___________ 790
Cash _________._.______ ----~ ________.__ 250
1103
Cash _.._ __ . . .._ ______ ___._____-+ _____. 50
1153

Balance due on above act
to J. Roberson ~-.--~--~...~.~-

138 80
30

iz

Cash from Randall & Lloyd
1863
act
Jan 25

705 40

75
50
00
00
15
00
15

12”
9
40
3
4
4
18
1123
23
1146

1153
1146

33
00
04
62
39
20
59

15
59

$06 56
$6 56 Paid
iii

Account of Grist Mp

1862
1863
1864
Jan 4th
‘I
9th
11
“
‘L

Bushels
Corn ground ______. -.-, _______.--... ___ 3962
“
“
..~.~~--.+-~____- _-_ _.._ 6048

Toll
495
755

Account of Saw Mifl
M. Swan _ ______ _ ____ _ ______ !....... ________ _ _________ _ ____
T. J. Rawls _..._____ ___.___~_______ ______ __ _____
___._..__.
S. Sills _____ ____...............?~~...-~__________ ____ _______.
Mr Taylor _.__._ _____.. . . . ..!...... ..____. _ _____ ___.______
Mr Wotten _________.._ ...L
. ______..___..._______._ ________
Mr Ward _.__ _________._ ..___ !.. ____.._____.._ ______ _..____
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13
15
2
“
Feby 24
;;
;b
Mar 26
April

9

:a
“
:96
20
1864
Feby 15
??
it
March 14

11
18
April 3
6

11
‘The account

do
...__.__..
.
..__._._...___________
..
__________ _______ __ 9 33
4 62
Jas Ward ____________ _ __.________________________________
I. Christie .____.___.._____________________________-- _ _____ 22 64
Jepe Odum .._._....._._..._______________ ___________ ____7 56
Mr Rawls .___2__..__.__ ___._______ _______________ ________ 40
0.H. Gadsden .__.._ ________________________ _ _________ 16 36
Mr Oliver _____ ______ ________ ___________ _ _______ _ ________ _
3 12
S. Sils _._____.__.._.____ _....._______ _______ ____
_.___ _______ 34 40
Mr Paterson ._.__.....__.__ ____ _______ ______ ____________ 3 20
Mr Werick _ ________________________________________..~.~ 13 20
Mr Salter _ ._.__._.__......_ _ _____________________________ 115 84
Mr Werick ____________ ____ __ ____ ___ ________ _ ________ ____ 32 88
:S. Sils ._..._ __..._.__ __..._.________________________________ 58 10
do
. ..____..__..__________
....
_ ____________________________ 57 60
$302 85
Mr Werick _._....._.._.______________ _ _________ _________ 47 92
Mr. Forbes _ ______ _____.__ _______ ____ __ ____ __ ____________ 12
S. Sils _ _____________________ _ ___. __ ____ _____ ______ __ ________ 56
Nims ._.._._ .._______..__..__.______
.
___ _______ ______ _____ ___ 24
T. Leake ._____.._ _._._ _._.._______________________________ 15
2
0. Gadsden ___ ____ _.__ _____ _ ____ _____ ____________________
Salter _______ _ __________ __ ________ ___ _________________________ 224
T. Leake __....._.__._....__ _ ______ _____ ______________ _____ 49
J. J. Williams ______.__ ___________ _ _.______ ___________132

36
36
50
84
12
84

Account of Grist Mill

To sundry person ___ ______ _ ____ ___ ______________ ___ 28
“ a Traveler _______ ____ ______ __ ___________________ ____ 15
“ Mr Gray ______ _______ .____ ______ ____ _ _______________ 24
Mr High ._..___._...___.__._________________ _ ____________ _ 22
Mr Gray ________ _____ __________ __________ _ ________________ 22
Mrs Hayes ______ ___________ ____.________ ___ _______._____ 10
____.._____.._ 20
Soldiers comes _._____._ ______ ___ ______
Mrs Lepscomb ________ _._____ _ ________________________ 10
4
John High ._....__..______.____ ______ ____ _ ________ ________
8
Mrs Campbell __ _.______ ____ __________________________
Mr Page ._.__._..._.__.__.. _ _____ _______ __ ______ ____ ____ __ 6
Mrs Moore ._...___.._.. _ _____ ______ __________ ___________ 50
6
Mrs Turner .___._.....__..______________ _ __________ _.____
Mrs Hamlin .._.___._....___________________________ ____ 4
_____._..___ ____._._
E. Jones ._.... _____... ________ ____ ____
Mrs Davis __ ____._____._..__________________________... ___
E. Sever _________ __._ _____ ______ _ _________ __ _____________ _
Mrs Ward ___ ______ :.- ___._ ______ ________ __ _____________
John Allen _._....._.___.._ _ _____________________________
Mrs Williams .._..__.___.__ __ ________ _______ _____ ______
Mrs Williams _._____....__________ _ ________ ____________
of the grist mill was given in bushels.
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E. Sever ......L.....!....___._ ____________.__ _..__.____ 13
MrioStafford _ _____._ .!.........____ _ __._ _ __._ _ _... __ ___.
2”
__....__-.___...._ I!.___._. _--_ ---.-._------..------.
Skipper ______________ ____~_________ .___ __ _______ _____.__ ____
Mr Page i-v _____________ !......... _________ ____ ______ ______ 11
Mrs R. Stafford ____ _____ __._._ _____ __________________
M. Tools __ ____ _________! ______ ________________.__ ___..____ 1:
4
W. Jones _ .______.______ ~........-.. .___ _______-_ ------ _.__
Mrs Trene ____.____ ..1_________ ____ __________. _ _________’
W. Jones ___ ____________j______ _ _____ ____________._____ ____ 4”
;Mrs Campbell _ _____ ~________ __ _____ ‘. ________ __________
Mrs Blackington ..I..... _____ ___ ______ _________ _____ 1:
5
Mrs Roark _____ ...__. 1_______ ______.._ _______._ _______._
Jolm Lewis ____.___ -1. ______.____..__ _____ _____________ 10
Mrs Tucker __________! _____
..~.~.......____.___________
E. Sever ______ __________L________ _____________.____ ___ ____ 225
J. High __ _______________! ____ _ _________ _________ __ ____ ___
Wm Moore _____ . . . . ...! ________ _ _____ _ ____________ ______ 1:
(The last in-stalment of this series o( plantation documents will
appear in the next number of tke QUARTERLY.)

d
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KEY WEST AND SALVAGE IN 1850
[From the beginning there was wide difference of opinion
and sharp controversy in regard to wrecking, the principal
occupation of the people of a town which for a time was the
largest in Florida. The nature of the business (for it came to
be an extensive and well-regulated business) and human nature rendered any agreement between owner and salvor difficult
if not impossible; hence, after 1828, every case was automatically taken before the district court which was established at Key
West in that year almost wholly for the adjudication of these
admiralty cases, and owners and masters of the wrecking
vessels were licensed by that court. The following account of
the business at the middle of the last century is reprinted largely
from a contemporaneous article on the subject appearing in
Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine. As that is one of a series on
Commercial Cities of the United States, its author probably
was on the staff of that periodical, so it is believed to be accurate and unbiassed; and internal evidence also indicates its
trustworthiness.
The wreckers were repeatedly accused of various crimes:
piracy, concealment of salvaged goods, deception in regard to
channels and reefs, opposition to the building of lighthouses,
conspiracy with the lighthouse keepers, and lesser crimes down
to heartlessness. Little evidence in support of these accusations
is now to be found - at least after the Superior Court was
established; and especially after the wreckers were regularly
licensed the evidence indicates strict regulation and fair dealing.
Excerpts follow also from another contemporaneous article
on the subject appearing in 1859 in Harper’s Magazine. See
also: Jefferson B. Browne, Key West, The Old and The New
(St. Augustine, 1912), pp. 162-167; and ibid. pp. 207-210, is a
related Memorial to Congress by John N. Simonton; and ibid.
p. 224, is a List of Vessels Employed on the Reef in 1835: twenty
vessels, aggregate tonnage 103,795 (evidently an error). Some
account of wrecking on the keys before the cession to the United
States is given in Vignoles, Observations Upon the Floridas
(N. Y. 1823), p. 125. In the St. Augustine Examiner, March
24, 1860, is a statement of vessels wrecked on the Florida reefs
and arrivals in distress at Key West by months during the year
1859, a total of 66 vessels valued at $3,035,400, with salvage
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and expenses $292,019, and amount brought at auction $245,262.
In regard to the Territorial wrecker law, see Rerick, Memoirs
of Florida Vol, II., p. 72; this act was approved July 4, 1823.
Numerous references may be found in Florida newspapers of
the period.
The source of highest authority is a legal text-book: A
Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage by William Marvin,
Judge of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of Florida. (Boston; Little, Brown and Company,
1858) 375 p. Throughout the work are allusions to salvage on
the Florida reefs; and of especial interest is a section - Salvage
Services by Florida Wreckers (pp. 211-221), with abstracts of
award of salvage in fourteen selected cases brought before this
court. There appears (p. 2) a table (showing by years, 1848-1857,
“the number and value of vessels and cargoes, wrecked or in
distress, carried into Key West during the last ten years, and the
salvage and expenses thereon. The column of expenses includes
salvage, wharfage, storage, duties, repairs, refitting, and all
other charges.” The totals for the ten years are: vessels 499;
value $16,266,427; salvage $1,153,919; total expenses $2,125,334.]
KEY WEST, FLORIDA

1

This position, recently become so important as the
Key of the United States to the Florida Pass and the
Gulf of Mexico, is little known to the outer world,
except as a wrecking station; land is consequently and
unjustly associated only with scenes of disaster, distress, and quasi piracy. The object of the present
paper, is to remove these false impressions, by a brief
outline of the history of the island, and a summary
sketch of its present character and condition.
Cayo Yuesson, or Bone Key, was so called from the
great masses of human bones which were found upon
it, on the discovery of the Island by the Spaniards.
The accumulation on such a spot of such a quantity
of human relics as to give a name to the Island, has
not been sufficiently accounted for. Whether, in the
remote ages of aboriginal history, it was an isolated
1

From Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, January, 1852, p. 52.
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and over populous. island city, a half-way mart between Cuba and the continent-a Palmyra in the
desert of waters, where the canoe caravans of our unknown predecessors, met for refreshment, or barter;
- whether, as remote from either shore, it was
selected as the common cemetery of the nations both
of the islands and of the main land, it is fruitless to
conjecture. The tradition, among the modern Indians,
is, that the tribes of the main land, in conflict with
those of the Reef, drove them, by a series of conquests,
from island to island, and rock and rock, till they
reached this, their last and most important hold. Here
they made a desperate stand, congregating all their
hosts, men, women and children, from all their deserted and desolate isles. A terrible battle ensued. The
islanders were overpowered, and utterly exterminated.
Large numbers of the invaders also fell in the conflict.
Many more fell victims to a pestilence, occasioned by
the sudden putrefaction, of so many unburied corpses,
while the few that escaped were compelled to flee for
their lives; leaving the bones of friends and foes to
bleach together on the deserted and sunburnt rock.
There may be some foundation for this story. Indeed it is difficult to account for the facts in any other
way than by supposing the island to have been suddenly
desolated by war, or pestilence, or both united. It was
evidently, for a considerable time, the residence of an
important tribe of Indians. They have left behind
them the traces of their presence, and evidences of
their progress in some of the arts. Several mounds
have been opened, which were found to be filled with
bones. The figures were all arranged in a sitting posture, and decked with ornaments of gold and silver.
Glass beads were also found among them, showing
that some of the burials were of comparatively recent
origin.
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The English name, Key West, is a corruption of
Cayo Yuesson. The unoccupied parts of the island
are covered with a low stunted growth of wood peculiar
to that region. Dogwood, Maderia wood, mangrove,
and some other species, are found in considerable
abundance, and turned to some as timber, for
various purposes. The Maderia wood is particularly
valuable, when found of sufficient size, being hard and
durable, and capable of resisting the ravages of the
worms. The prickly pear and the geranium, grow
wild, in such luxuriance as the scantiness of the soil
will admit. The cocoa nut, the and the guava,
also thrive well in any spot where there is depth of
earth to sustain them. This, however, is so rare and
so thin, that a garden is the most expensive luxury in
the place.
Cayo Yuesson was granted by the Spanish Crown
to John P. Salas. From him it was purchased, in Dec.
1821, by Col. Simonton, who now resides there. He
took possession, in person, on the 22d January, 1822,
and erected a small house, the first that was built on
the island, in April following. One year after, in
April 1823, a Custom House was established there, by
the United States Government; and it was made a station for the squadron commissioned for the suppression of piracy in the Gulf of Mexico. The squadron
arrived in April, and rendered very important services,
in accomplishing the object for which it was sent. In
1827, the season proved a very sickly one. Fever and
dysentery prevailed to an alarming extent, and the
station was removed in November of that year. It is
difficult to account for the sickliness of that season.
There has been nothing like it since. It is regarded,
by those who have tried it, as one of the healthiest
places in the world.
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In 1832, Key West was made a military station, a
very pleasant spot was selected for barracks, which
were not completed till 1845. The buildings are large,
airy, and commodious, and furnished with all the
conveniences which the place and the climate afford.
They are placed on three sides of a large quadrangle,
the open side being toward the sea. If nature had
furnished soil enough for a respectable growth of
shade trees, or even for the cocoa nut and orange,
her liberality would doubtless be often blessed, both
by officers and soldiers, particularly during the intense
heat of the summer months.
The first white female that settled on the island,
was Mrs. Mallory, the worthy mother of the present
worthy United States Senator from Florida. She
took up her abode there in the year 1323, and was, for
some considerable time, without a single companion
of her own sex. As the pioneer matron of the place,
she was presented with a choice lot of land, on which
she has erected a house, which she now occupies, as a
boarding house, dispensing to the stranger, with
liberal hand, and at a moderate price, the hospitalities
of the place.
The first white child born on the island was John
Halleck, who was born in August, 1829. He is now a
printer in the City of Washington. The second was
William Pinckney, born Sept., 1829. He is a clerk in
one of the largest mercantile houses in Key West.
From these small and recent beginnings, Key West
has grown to be an important and a prosperous place.
From the solitary house, erected by Col. Simonton in
1823, has sprung a flourishing and well ordered city
of about 3000 inhabitants. It is now the largest town
in Florida. The City is well laid out, with streets
fifty feet wide, at right angles to each other, and is
under a judicious and efficient administration. There
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is not a more quiet, orderly town in the United States.
Alexander Patterson, Esq. is its present Mayor.
The city contains, at this time, (1851,) 650 houses,
26 stores, 1 0 warehouses, 4 look-out cupolas, 1 1
wharves, and 4 churches. The churches are Episcopal,
Methodist, Baptist, and Roman Catholic. The buildings
are small, but very neat. They will accommodate from
150 to 250 worshipers. There is a Sabbath School attached to each. The services of the Sabbath are well
attended. The Episcopal church numbers fifty communicants, and seventy Sabbath scholars. About five
hundred persons attached to the congregation. The
Methodist Church numbers 100 communicants and 115
scholars. Congregation 700. The Baptist 82 communicants and 22 scholars. Congregation 300. There
are four private schools in the city, and one county
school.
The private schools average about thirty
scholars each. The county school has an average attendance of about sixty scholars. This is far below
what it should be, showing a want of a just appreciation of the inestimable benefits of education. Perhaps,
however, we ought in justice to observe that the occupations of a considerable portion of the inhabitants
are of such a nature as to keep them much away from
home. The boys, as soon as they are able to work, are
occupied with fishing, sponging, other similar employments, and soon denied the advantages of a regular school.
The county school is not, like our public schools
at the north, open to all. It is free only to fatherless
children. This provision is a singular and an unfortunate one. Though the orphan has a rich mother,
he is admitted to the school without charge ; while the
motherless child of an indigent father must pay one
dollar a month tuition. This rule seems to reverse
the natural order of things. A motherless child is
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much more likely to be neglected, in his education and
morals, at the forming period of life, than a fatherless
one. There are but 17 county scholars in this school.
If it were thrown open to all who need its advantages,
it would probably number 150 to 200, and would be a
source of blessing to the rising generation, which cannot be estimated in dollars.
The tonnage of Key West is not very considerable,
but it is very active and profitable. It consists of27 wreckers, averaging 57 tons .........................
8 coasters and fishermen, averaging 90 tons....
Total t o n n a g e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,539
720
2,259

The Harbor is capacious, safe, and easy of access.
It may be entered by several different channels, the
principal one being at the N. W. angle of the island.
Ships of 22 feet draft can enter there with safety.
The principal business of Key West is derived
from the salvages, commissions, and other perquisites
of wrecking. This is a business peculiar to the reefs,
and demands a particular elucidation. It is not, as
many suppose, and as it was, to some extent, before it
was regulated by law and well administered by the
courts, a species of relentless piracy. It is a legitimate
business, conducted under established and equitable
rules, and for the mutual benefit of the wrecker, the
wrecked, and the underwriter.
The persons engaged in it are men of character, standing, and wealth ;
men of generous sentiments, and kindly feelings, who
risk much and work hard for what they get, and who
throw into their calling as much of regard for the
rights, interests and property of the sufferers whom
they relieve, as is exhibited in any other department
of mercantile business. That there are occasional
exceptions to this general rule, cannot be denied. A
single instance, of recent occurrence, will serve to
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show that wreckers are not always pirates, nor always
chargeable with heartless rapacity, in the pursuit of
the hardy profession. A vessel, with a few passengers,
having struck upon the reef, made the usual signals of
distress, and waited for help. Impatient of delay, and
fearing the ship would go to pieces before relief came,
the passengers and some of the crew took to the boat,
with a view to finding a safe place of landing. When
the wrecker came down, the captain was informed of
this fact. He immediately left the vessel, and went in
search of the wanderers among the intricate passes of
the keys. Another wrecker came down, and pursued
the same course, showing more anxiety to save life,
than to secure the advantages of an attempt to save
the vessel and cargo. A third came down, and, feeling
that the deserters were sufficiently cared for, went to
work, to rescue the vessel, and remove the cargo. So
much was this act of heroic benevolence appreciated,
that, when the award of salvage was made up, those
who first arrived at the wreck, and left it in search
of the passengers and crew, received the same share
as they would have done if they had proceeded, in the
usual way, to discharge the wreck and get her off ;
while their comrades, who came last to the spot, received only the share which would appropriately belong to the third in the race.
The rule in this respect is that he who first boards
the wreck has undisputed control of her, till she is
delivered into the hands of the court. He determines
who, if any, shall aid him in the rescue, and in what
order they shall come in for their shares. He also
decides to whom the wrecked vessel shall be consigned,
unless the master of the wreck has a choice in the ease.
The whole matter is then left for the adjudication of
the court. The amount of salvage is there determined,
each party engaged in the rescue receiving his share of
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the award, according to the previous arrangements of
the skipper who first boarded the wreck.
The amount of the award averages about one-tenth
of the value of the property saved. Commissions, expenses, &c. swell this to about one-sixth. The average
amount of wrecked property brought into Key West,
is not far from 1,200,OOO dollars per annum, of which
there is left behind, for the benefit of the place, about
$200,000. This, being divided among the captain,
crew, and owners of the wreckers, commission merchants, lawyers, auctioneers, wharf-owners, s h i p wrights, carpenters, and store-keepers, is pretty widely
diffused, and goes into general circulation. It is the
principal reliance of all the business men, mechanics,
and laborers of the place.
There is a large amount of auction business done
here, employing twelve auctioneers, and paying more
auction duties than all the residue of the State. It is
established by law, that everything saved from wrecks
shall be sold at auction.
The following reports prepared by Capt. Hoyt, the
intelligent and vigilant agent. of the underwriters, at
Key West, will show, in brief, the results of the wrecking business, for the last two years:
KEY WEST, January lst, 1850
The past year in this latitude has been favorable for
shipping, there having been but few severe storms and no
hurricane. Notwithstanding this, forty-six vessels have been
ashore on the reef or compelled to put into this port.
The value of vessels and cargoes wrecked and in
distress is nearly .................................... $1,305,000
The amount of salvage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
127,870
Total salvage and expenses on the 46 vessels ....................
219,160
With but one or two exceptions, the wrecking business for
the past year has been conducted with good faith, and it affords
me great pleasure to inform you that arrangements have been
made and entered into by the merchants during the past month
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to remove one of the most prolific sources of demoralization
connected with it.
1850.
Total
expenses.
$169,064
105,700
213,500
200,060
219,160

STATISTICS FOR THE FIVE YEARS ENDING JANUARY lST,

Vessels.
1845 ......................
29
1846......................
26
1847 ..................... 37
1848.......................
41
1849. ..................
46

Value.
$ 725,000
731,000
1,624,OOO
1,282,OOO
1,305,OOO

Salvage.
$ 92,691
69,600
109,000
125,800
127,870

The last three years show a gradual annual increase, but
it is not probably greater than the proportional increase of
Commerce within the same period. The number of vessels engaged in the wrecking business does not vary much from my
last report. Various causes are now in operation, which must
lead to the diminution of the wrecking business. When the
coast survey and the thorough lighting of the Florida Reef,
both of which are now progressing, shall be completed, the
two prominent causes of wrecks will be removed.
The three light-ships on this coast are faithfully kept, but
the power of their lights is by no means what it ought to be.
The light ship stationed near Sand Key is old, and the light
they attempt to show is miserable. Several vessels have been
lost, and much valuable cargo, by the neglect of Government
to build a light-house on Sand Key, to replace the one destroyed
by the hurricane of 1846. The lights of Cape Florida and Key
West are both very good. The materials are on the spot, and
the operatives at work erecting the iron pile light-house on
Carysfort Reef. It is to be placed on the extreme outer edge
of the reef, within one quarter of a mile of the Gulf stream; is
to be fitted with a powerful light 127 feet high, and can be
seen 25 miles from the mast head of a ship.
The population of the island has considerably increased
within the past year. It cannot now be much short of 2,500. It
depends entirely upon wrecking, fishing, and the manufacturing
of salt, for its support. It has two schools, and Episcopal,
Roman Catholic, Methodist and Baptist congregations and
churches each having its own clergyman. There is certainly a
great improvement going on in the moral and social condition
of the inhabitants, and they will bear comparison in these
repects with any marine town in our country of its size. The
Hon. Judge Marvin, through whose court a large amount of
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property annually passes, has presided on the bench for several
years, dealing even-handed justice to all, and has given satisfaction to all parties interested.
KEY WEST, December 31st, 1850.
WALTER, Esq., Secretary Board of Underwriters,
New-York:
DEAR SIR:-I would respectfully submit to my employers
my usual report, and a condensed report for the past six years,
with such brief remarks upon the passing affairs of this part of
the United States as will be interesting to commercial men.
The number of vessels that have put into this port in
distress, and been ashore on the reef in the past year, is thirty.
ELWOOD

Estimated value of vessels and cargoes ......................... $929,000
Amount of salvage
.................................................... 122,831
77,169
Amount of expenses ..................................................

CONDENSED REPORT FOR SIX YEARS

Number of vessels under the head of marine disasters
that have been reported by me.........................
209
Value of vessels and cargoes, (low estimate) ....................$6,602,000
Amount of salvage .................................................. 647,775
Amount of expenses .................................................. 259,637
Total ........................................................................... $7,509,412
Nothing has occurred out of the usual course of events
since my last report. The Coast Survey progresses slowly.
The Light on Carysford Reef will not be finished for some time.
Government is building a light-house on Sand Key, near this
place. Fort Taylor is now safe from hurricanes, as the foundation is finished, and it is now being filled up. The Government
works at the Tortugas are progressing. The health of this
place has been good during the year, with the exception of the
month of August, when more than half the population were
sick. There are, in my opinion, more vessels and men in the
wrecking business than are necessary. The population of the
island is increasing, and unless business should increase, there
must soon be a large number of unemployed persons. . . . . .
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN C. HOYT.
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If the Key-Westers are not entitled to the reputation of pirates, they are among the most remarkable
and successful spongers in the country. The reefs
abound in sponges, and large numbers of the people
are now engaged in collecting them. It is quite a
profitable branch of business, so much so, that most of
the fishermen have abandoned their craft for this new
and more lucrative employment. On this account,
though the waters abound in many desirable species,
a fresh fish is a great rarity at Key West, and they
who keep Lent conscientiously must practice the abstinence of an anchorite. The gathering of sponges,
at the present rates of sale, will pay 40 to 50 dollars
per month to the hands employed. It is supposed that
the amount of shipments in this article is not less than
50,000 dollars per annum. The sponges, when taken
from the rock, are full of life, and are left, for a considerable time on the rocks, putrefying in the sun.
They are cleansed with no little brought to town,
and spread out, by the acre, to dry. They are then
packed and pressed in bales, shipped to New York, and
there sold mostly for the French market, where they
are largely used in the manufacture of felt for hats.
A large portion of the population of Key West
consists of emigrants from the, Bahama Islands. They
are called Couch Men, or Couchs, chiefly from their
skill in diving, and the part of the city they occupy
is familiarly designated as Couch town. They are a
hardy, industrious, economical, honest race, all getting
their living from the water, wrecking, sponging,
turtling, fishing, diving, &c. In the latter, they are
very expert, and have been known to find the bottom
in seventy feet of water..
Many of the leading merchants are from New
England. The society of the place is excellent. The
people are very social and hospitable. The ladies are
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intelligent, accomplished and refined ; and no man of
taste could fail to enjoy a winter sojourn in the island.
Among the young men, there is a Temperance Association, which is large and prosperous, and promises to be
of great benefit to the morals and happiness of the
place.
In the United States District Court, which has
cognizance of all the cases of wrecks and disasters,
Judge Marvin presides, with great ability and universal acceptance. William R. Hackley is District Attorney, and worthy of a better place. In the State
Circuit Court, Judge Lancaster at present occupies
the bench, a gentleman of liberal views, large intelligence, and courteous manners-one of your old school
gentlemen lawyers. The Jail, a substantial stone building, about 30 feet square, is almost tenantless-the
office of keeper quite a sinecure.
Senator Mallory, who, though a decided Democrat,
was elected, last winter, by a Whig Legislature, solely
because they thought he could be relied upon to support the constitution against the madness of Southern
agitators, is a man of mark. Self-educated, and selfmade, he has, by industry, perseverance, and an indomitable energy of character, risen to his present
high position, which it is not doubted he will maintain,
with honor to himself and dignity and advantage to
the State. He is a man of great industry, and said to
be possessed of unusual powers of memory.
The first light-house was erected in 1823. It was
near the shore, and was carried away, with the house
adjoining it, in the great flood of 1846. The entire
family of the keeper, consisting of fourteen persons,
perished in the ruins, of which scarcely a trace remained on the following day. A new and very substantial one was erected in 1847, standing some distance from the shore, and on the highest spot of
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ground in the island. It can be seen 16 miles at sea.
There is a light-ship anchored on the reef, at the
western entrance to the harbor, about 9 miles’ distance, and a substantial iron light-house is now in the
process of erection on Sand Key about 11 miles S. S. W.
The Marine Hospital is a fine airy building, 100
feet by 45, erected under the superintendence of Col.
Simonton, in 1844. It stands close on the shore. . . .
At the eastern part of the island, there is a natural
salt pond, covering 340 acres, which, with slight arrangements to control and regulate the influx of the
water, by means of a canal, 40 feet wide, has proved
quite profitable. It was nearly destroyed by the flood
in 1846, but has been restored to a better condition
than before. Its present enterprising proprietor, Mr.
Howe, is doing well with the business. He makes an
average of 30,000 bushels of salt, which is worth 20
cents on the spot.
The communication between this little island and
the great world, is irregular and, unfrequent. The only
regular direct communication, is with Charleston and
Havana, by means of the steamer Isabel, which touches,
leaving the mail on her outward passage, and taking
it on her return. This gives them a mail once in two
weeks. By this means, also, they regularly supplied
with vegetables, fruit, &c., &c. Besides this, there are
occasional vessels, small craft, from St. Mark’s,
Mobile, New Orleans, &c., but so and irregular,
that one may often wait two or three months for a
passage.
Transient vessels would touch there more frequently in passing, but for the exorbitant rates of
p i l o t a g e now charged under a recent enactment.
These charges are five a foot for United States
vessels. For merchantmen, four dollars a foot for
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vessels drawing over 16 fee&three and a half, if
over 12 feet--and three if less than 12 feet.
Allusion has been made several times to the
hurricane and flood of 1846. It took place on the 10th
of October, and was very destructive. The water,
driven in by the violence of the wind, rose over the
wharves, flooded the streets, and covered almost the
entire city to the depth of several feet. From noon of
Sunday till about daylight on Monday morning, it
stood three feet over the floors of most of the buildings in Duval and the adjacent streets. The wind
blew a hurricane all the time, and the usurping waters
surges to and fro with terrific and destructive violence.
Many buildings were unroofed, and many more were
entirely thrown down. The Light-House has already
been spoken of. The Custom House, and the Episcopal Church, both built of stone, shared the same fate.
Boards and timber were blown about like shingles.
Nearly all the cocoa nut and orange trees on the island
were rooted up and destroyed. A large box, containing muskets, which was in the fort, was found, the
next day, on Tifft’s Wharf, nearly half a mile distant.
A grind-stone, from near the same place, was found
on another wharf, and heavy timber from the wharves
was piled up in different places, making the streets
nearly impassable. Wrecks and parts of wrecks were
found all over the island. The grave-yard which was
on the southern shore, was wholly uncovered, and
bones, and skeletons, and coffins, dashed about, and
scattered far and wide. After the storm subsided, one
coffin was found standing upright against the bole of
a tree, the lid open and the ghastly tenant looking
out upon the scene of desolation around, as if in
mingled wonder and anger that its rest had been so
rudely disturbed.
*
* *
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. . . . . . .2 may be interesting to trace some of the
features of the system of wrecking. The great risk to
commerce in the dangerous navigation of the Florida
Keys-frequent wrecks and heavy losses of property
in vessels and cargoes-prompted the establishment of
the scheme. It was too great an interest to leave to
the possibilities of a precarious and partial relief.
The system of wrecking, therefore, was established,
consisting of the issue, by the Court of Admiralty, of
wrecking “licenses” which are lever subject to the authority and control and revocation, for reasons, of that
court. The penalties of any abuse of privilege or other
dishonesty in the prosecution of the business of wrecking, involve not only a recall of the license, but also a
forfeiture of compensation in salvage fees, and, in
extreme cases, of the privilege of a license temporarily
or forever.
Licenses may be held by parties engaged in the
coasting and inter-island trades; and among these are
such as are employed in supplying the markets of
Cuba with fish caught along the Florida reefs. . . . . . . .
The percentage for salvage varies according to
circumstances. It may appear extravagantly high in
all cases. But a large compensation is essential, as an
inducement to the wrecker to undergo hazard and exposure and toil in his business. The experiment had
been made by the Board of Underwriters in New York
of fitting out a wrecking schooner of their own, and
sending her to Key West in the hope of a gain to their
2

From Wrecking on the Florida Keys, illustrated (Harper’s
New Monthly Magazine. April, 1859, p. 577) by C. Nordhoff.

The author, who says he was a passenger in the ship America
which was wrecked on Dry Tortugas, records the master’s belief that the light on that island was purposely dimmed to
lure his vessel upon the reef, and states that a conspiracy was
shown in court between a wrecker and the lighthouse keeper to
delay the arrival of other wrecking vessels so that the first
would be able to salvage the more valuable portion of the cargo
alone.
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interest. But the experiment signally failed. The
wrecking service is one which cannot be maintained
by ordinary rates of wages and compensation. The
underwriters’ vessel consequently remained idle, or
laggardly at best, in port, while the independent
wreckers were braving the storms and hardships of a
most trying business.
When it is considered how much of the wrecker’s
time is unemployed, how greatly hazardous his service,
and often how small the amount and value of goods
saved, surprise will be much less on account of the
high salvage rates which go to sustain the entire corps
and scheme of wrecking.
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COOPERATION OF STATE GOVERNMENTS
WITH HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
I am very happy to come before this distinguished
assemblage and make my contribution to the program
in the interest of historical work. A very delightful
subject has been assigned to me. I am sure you will
agree that it is indeed a broad and attractive one, furnishing much food for constructive thought and favorable criticism.
I have, for a number of years, been associated with
the Saint Augustine Historical Society and Institute
of Science, and as a result of this connection have,
naturally, evidenced much concern in the operation of
the organization. Much has been done by splendid effort
through the Florida State and various county and city
historical societies. Great as these accomplishments
have been, there remains today much of importance to
be done before it is too late. Every year, my friends,
that passes in this hurly burly time makes more difficult the accurate location of places and the preservation of facts connected with our early existence. Then,
too, one must consider that the population of this great
State is changing so rapidly that we are confronted
with the duty of educating the newcomers and, the
necessity for explanation of our institutions and past
events.
Foundation facts in history are just as important
as foundation stones in building. Every country has
its historical society. Every nation preserves the
records of its history and the great deeds of its people.
The whole human race loves heroes. It seems to be
Note. This address was delivered before The Florida
Historical Society in annual meeting at St. Augustine, February 8, 1929.
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bred within us. As all of us have an intuitive and
instinctive feeling of allegiance to the Power beyond
and above, there is felt in the human breast a veneration for those who perform valiant and noble deeds ;
consequently, all over the world you will find works of
art, of sculpture, and the books and writings of distinguished citizens all preserved by the people, even to
the extent that they preserve the clothes they wore
and the furniture used in their houses.
The people of Florida are extremely proud of the
history, both past and present, of this great State.
They are extremely grateful for the activities, achievements, and accomplishments of organizations which
have been built in the interest of keeping alive a
history that is the most fascinating of any state in the
Union. The Florida Historical Society is an outstanding organization in the work, and this organization,
with other historical societies in the State, has operated solely through funds received from memberships
or by donations from individuals.
It is my thought that some effort should be made
to receive financial recognition from our State government. Appropriation should be made to permit of the
carrying on of this effective work. There are hundreds
of places in Florida that should be properly located
and marked definitely with satisfactory testimony.
This should be accomplished before it is too late, and
now is the time to do this work. Think of the old forts,
the old houses, streets, chapels, churches, missions,
monasteries,
where Indian massacres occurred,
and many other locations in which interesting history
is involved. We are so intent on building for the
future that we do overlook those things which are behind us. We overlook the fact that there is behind
what has already been accomplished, splendid history, and in overlooking our proud possessions we are
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@ many things which
should be carefully preserved.
@story, like charity, sho Id begin at home. It
should not, however, end there It is time that Florida
history should be studied frc n a nearer viewpoint.
It is to awaken this sentime ; and to preserve our
history, and to make it local a d real and educational
to our people, that I feel somt aid should be given to
worthy historical organizations 30 that their every purpose can be effectively served
There is a growing inter St with the people in
the State of Florida, either th urgh the establishment
of a commission or by financia appropriation through
already estabhshed channels fc 5 the performance of a
work looking toward the Iocati 1 and suitable marking
of all places of historical val 2. People living near
some of the most lhistoric spots n the State have nevec
had their attention directed to rem. Many people have
visited the historic points in 1 hrope, but have never
been interested in far more interesting locations at
our own doors. The young people and the older people of the State should see and know Florida first.
Many states have established historical commissions and have appropriated annually suitable sums
of money for the :proper operation and functioning of
commissions. In 1913 the State of Penusylvania
appropriated $+Q,QOb for the $olloxviqg two ye&s.
When Samuel JV. Penuypacker~ became governor of
the State, he being something of a historian and anti:
quarian, and deeply interested in history, made it his
business to see that the appropriation was liberal.
There is a general state law in Pennsylvania allowing
the County Commissiens in the kespective counties to
make appropriations to local historical societies, and
for years past the historical societies of Montgomery
County have received $1,000 annually from the Com-

pgpffting to +.p mpy a gr
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mission of that county. Washington State, since 1915,
has made appropriations for the of the Washington State Historical Society. In addition, the various
county commissions throughout the State of Washington have liberally contributed to the progress of historical work. Many other states in the Union have
interested themselves similarly.
Our American tourists in Europe, and certainly
today we find a huge pilgrimage of our people to
foreign shores, are contributing to these resorts their
money freely to observe something of the past, neglecting and overlooking their own interesting history. Almost every state the Union has a historical society,
and some of them that have been fortunate have
erected magnificent buildings to house their collections, relics, and records. Iowa, as an example, has
spent over two hundred thousand dollars for their
building; Wisconsin something like three quarters of
a million. There has been no state, in my opinion,
and I express myself as a native born Floridian, that
seems to be so much asleep upon the importance of this
great subject as the State of Florida. On account of
our rich history, every effort should be made to secure
the wholehearted cooperation of our legislature in the
appropriation of a fund to be used in the interest of
establishing and suitably marking and preserving
the antiquities and landmarks of Florida, maintenance
or restoration of old buildings or monuments connected with state history, military works, and markers for conspicuous gallantry and self sacrifice.
I feel that it is the unanimous expression of opinion
of all assembled here today, residents and citizens of
Florida, in view of the growing importance of our
State and the great interest continually increasing in
all that pertains to it, that our representatives in the
coming legislative session should take the necessary
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steps whereby provision would be made for suitable
appropriation by the State to enable the historical
societies to carry out the views I have already expressed.
H AROLD C OLEE

.
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FRANCE VERSUS SPAIN IN FLORIDA 1562-1564
[This essay was awarded a first prize in the Irving
Bacheller-Florida Historical Society essay contest for Florida
high school students, held at Rollins College under the direction of Alfred J. Hanna, on February twenty-second last. Its
author, Donald Jaegar, is a student of Dade City High School.
The other prize winners were: Thelma Baker of Orlando,
Pyrle Dillingham of Delray Beach, and Laura Belle Fisher of
Tampa. These three wrote on The Conquistadores of Florida,
1513-1561. ]

An old grizzled Indian with a blanket thrown
loosely about his shoulders got up slowly, and kicking
the unburned fagots into a fire began to speak.
“Warriors, you who do not know me, hear my name,
Saturiba. I come from many marches to the north,
It was
a land of flowing rivers and singing birds.
indeed a land of delight until the white man entered
with his fire sticks and cutting knives. I come from
Walaka, the river of many lakes. I, the son of Mica
am driven to you for refuge. I, who was chief of many
tribes! I will tell you of the invasion of the white man
into Walaka and you may judge whether I shall stay
with you as a brother warrior.
“Many, many, moons ago came a dark, swarthy
people, from across the great waters. They came like
gulls, in great boats with white wings, which they
spread to catch the wind, to drive them onward. We
received these people with presents of corn, grapes,
and the best of all we had. In return for this they
plundered and pillaged our people, scattering them
afar. They set their villages like a curse on nature
along the banks of the rivers of our birth. They endeavored to show us a new God, a creature of wonder,
who saw all. He was, they said, born many moons
ago, by the white man’s reckoning, fifteen hundred and
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seventy seasons ago. Many of
ing of this wondrous God, I a:
“Then, many seasons after
had come from beyond the gr
ple came, a short, quick, wiry
courage, wisdom and kindness.
and of our struggle with the
dark skins.
“The dark ones were as the
the short ones were French.
forty-nine seasons after the fi
first came with a warrior
Ribaut. He landed at our rive
ing farther on s’et up a villag
honor of their chief. Howev
leaders were weak, could not
soon built a boat with wings
“Two seasons later came
whose chief’s name was Rene I
as their villages are called, fal
other. When they were almoE
from a friendly nation’s ships
and the colony stayed on.
‘“Then came back the first
from across the sea. He was
Spaniard, Menendez by name,
These two warriors were of dif
were of the Protestant faith
Roman Catholic. The differ6
know. However, I know the
people. They were received k
they treated us well.
“Then, on the same day
French, under the leadershi
Ribaut, set out by sea to attach
The Spanish set out by lam
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1s turned to the followmg them.
ne first dark hued ones
.t waters, another peoJeople, people of great
Of these wiI1 I tell you
against the people of
told us, Spaniards, and
The French came first
t Spaniards came. The
hose name was Jean
of many lakes, but gocalled Charles Fort in
-, these people, whose
lake a living and they
Id went away.
thers of these people,
udonniere. This colony,
1 little better than the
vanquished, help came
rhich were passing by,
‘rench warrior Ribaut,
nrsued by a dark-hued
but escaped uninjured.
rent faith ; the French
id the Spanish of the
ce in these I do not
rench were the better
.dly by our people and
me season later, the
of the great warrior
he Spaniard Menendez.
to attack the French
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village Fort Caroline, under the leadership of the same
Menendez. Unfortunately the French were wrecked,
and the murderer Menendez captured the French
village, shooting most of the people and hanging the
rest with the inscription: ‘Not as to Frenchmen, but
as to Protestants.’
“Ribaut, when he surrendered himself to the dog
of a Spaniard, Menendez, was on an inlet which was
impassable. He and his men were murdered in cold
blood because of their religion. Some of them refused
to surrender and were later captured by Menendez,
but were unharmed at this time.
“Then three seasons after this, came an avenger
for the French, in the person of a brave chieftain
named Dominic De Gourgues. He was joyfully received
as a deliverer from the hateful Spaniards, by my brother chief, Olcatora and me. We allied ourselves to him
and attacked and recaptured the village of Fort Caroline which had been called San Mateo by the hateful
Spaniards. The brave Dominic then retaliated by
hanging the people of this Spanish rat’s nest on the
same trees his brother countrymen had hung. Above
them he hung this inscription of vengeance: ‘Not as
to Spaniards but as to traitors, robbers and murderers.’
“Our brave friend, after avenging his friends, set
sail amid our sorrowings, in the great boats.
“After this going away, I swore to come to you of
the Great Swamps and ask you to receive my tribe of
the North and me, Saturiba, as of your tribe, a mighty
and kindly people.”
Gutteral grunts of “How”, “How”, came from the
impassive chiefs surrounding the dying fire. Then at a
signal from Laktchampa, the great chief, the low chant
of “Friendship to the Stranger” began. As the volume
increased, the tom-tom boomed, and the chiefs stamped
and danced in time with its deep-toned rhythm.
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In the third circling around the fire, Saturiba was included in the strange procession. He and his people
had found safety within the camps of the strangers.
The fiery Spaniard, the lithe Frenchman and the
bloody struggle for their home, was forgotten.
DONALD
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NEW MEMBERS
Barton P. Turnbull, Summit, N. J.
R. Beatrice Miller, Rollins College, Winter Park
J. W. Shands, Jacksonville
Mrs. Robert L. Anderson, Ocala
Hansell Baker, Thomasville, Ga.
Peter H. Miller, Jacksonville
Henry E. Palmer, Tallahassee
Sallie E. Blake, Tallahassee
Dorothy Dodd, Tallahassee
P. W. Harvey, Thomasville, Ga.
Hugh Embry Memorial Library, Dade City
J. Lee Kirby-Smith, Jacksonville
Mrs. J. N. Whitner, Sanford
Mrs. William Reece Smith, Plant City
Lewis A. Evans, Gainesville
Mrs. Arthur H. Eddins, Gainesville
Mrs. George W. Trout, Jacksonville
John J. MacIntire, Pensacola
Miss E. M. Rorabeck, Jacksonville
Paul M. Pope, Jacksonville
Frank K. Simmons, Pawtucket, R. I.
Fred R. Hocker, Ocala
Hagop Bogigian, St. Augustine
Alf R. Neilsen, West Palm Beach
,
R. D. Meader, Brunswick, Ga.
Mrs. J. P. Holbrook, Orlando
H. Rinalden Saunders, Pine Castle
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DONATIONS

IS

From E. P. Owen, Jr.
14 coins including two Libert: cents of 1785
From Abbot Charles H. Mohr, 0.
The Benedictines

B., author,

From Fred Cubberly
Constitution of Farmers’ Alli me (Florida, 1891)
$10 note of Wimico and St. a seph R. R. (1839)
From Grosvenor Dawe, author,
Florida’s Tax IEmergency
From Robert Ranson, author,
Florida Chronology
From York Association
150 Anniversary of York as thl Capital of the United States
Publications of the Ohio Archaeoll
192’7-1928

,ical and Historical Society,

Bureau of American Ethnology, B lletin 84
Annual Report of A.merican Histor :a1 Association 1923
From Arthur T. Williams
Sturtevant’s Notes on Edible, Plants (Introduction of
potatoes at Fort Caroline, St.1 John’s Bluff)
Map, boundary between East and West Florida
From Duncan U. Fletcher
Congressional IDirectory, 1929 ~
From John Y. Detwiler
New Smyrna, The Beautiful
Early History of New Smyrna i
Reynolds, The Oldest House in ~the United States
From Moses Folsom
Rifle ball from battlefield of Bull Run
From T. Frederick Davis
Copies of correspondence of Coi. T. A. Smith, in command
of U. S. troops in East Florida, 1812
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